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Applications of Convex and Algebraic Geometry to Graphs and Polytopes
Abstract
This thesis explores the application of nonlinear algebraic tools to problems on graphs
and polytopes. After providing an overview of the thesis in Chapter 1, we begin our study
in Chapter 2 by exploring the use of systems of polynomial equations to model computa-
tionally hard graph theoretic problems. We show how the algorithmic theory behind solving
polynomial systems can be used to detect classical combinatorial properties: k-colorability
in graphs, unique Hamiltonicity, and graphs having a trivial automorphism group. Our
algebraic tools are diverse and include Nullstellensatz certificates, linear algebra over finite
fields, Gro¨bner bases, toric algebra and real algebraic geometry. We also employ optimiza-
tion tools, particularly linear and semidefinite programming.
In Chapter 3, we study the convex geometry of permutation polytopes, focusing on those
associated to cyclic groups, dihedral groups, groups of automorphisms of tree graphs, and
Frobenius groups. We find volumes by computing unimodular triangulations and Ehrhart
polynomials. These are determined through the use of Gro¨bner basis techniques and Gale
duality. We also find convex semidefinite approximations to these objects by exploring
applications of the theta body hierarchy to these polytopes.
After establishing in earlier chapters that theta bodies play an interesting role in com-
binatorial analysis, in Chapter 4, we explore their foundational algebraic structure. In
particular, we investigate extensions of the theta body hierarchy to ideals that are not nec-
essarily real radical. In doing this, we introduce the notion of strong nonnegativity on real
varieties. This algebraic condition is more restrictive than nonnegativity, but holds for sums
of squares. We show that strong negativity is equivalent to nonnegativity for nonsingular
real varieties. Moreover, for singular varieties, we reprove and generalize earlier results of
Gouveia and Netzer regarding the obstructions to convergence of the theta body hierarchy.
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1CHAPTER 1
Introduction
In graph theory and combinatorial optimization, many problems cannot be approached
directly because of issues of their complexity. Instead, computationally tractable relaxations
are studied in hopes that such approximations will successfully solve many important in-
stances. Typically, these approximations are easily modeled by systems of linear equations
and inequalities, and efficient methods such as linear algebra and linear programming are
employed. However, many of these linear models approximate combinatorial problems very
coarsely, or do not capture enough of intrinsic combinatorial data. In this thesis, we in-
vestigate the use of nonlinear polynomial equations in approaching such problems. Our
contributions are two-fold: we study the application of algebraic tools in these combinato-
rial settings, and further develop the algebraic machinery powering the tools themselves.
On the application side, we focus particularly on specific examples of high interest in graph
theory and combinatorial optimization, particularly arising from permutation groups. On
the theory side, we further develop the algebraic theory behind the theta body hierarchy
[GPT10] of convex bodies approximating the convex hull of a variety. Overall, we give evi-
dence that the power of these higher order algebraic structures gives a deeper understanding
of these combinatorics and optimization problems.
We begin in Chapter 2 by investigating the application of standard algebro-geometric
techniques to fundamental issues graph theoretic. In his well-known survey [Alo99], Noga
Alon used the term polynomial method to refer to the use of nonlinear polynomial equations
when solving combinatorial problems. Although the polynomial method is not yet as widely
used as linear algebra methods, an increasing number of researchers have used the algebra of
multivariate polynomials to attack combinatorial questions (see for example [AT92, DL95,
DLLMM08, Eli92, Fis88, HL10, HW08, Lov94, LL81, Mat74, Mat01, Onn04,
SVV94] and references therein). Alon concluded his survey [Alo99] by asking whether
the polynomial method could be used to yield efficient algorithms for solving combinatorial
2problems. Based on joint work with Christopher Hillar, Jesu´s De Loera, and Peter Malkin,
we explore this question further. We use polynomial equations and ideals to model three
hard recognition problems in graph theory: vertex colorability, Hamiltonicity, and graph
automorphism, and investigate the algorithmic consequences of these models.
In what follows, G = (V,E) denotes an undirected simple graph on vertex set V =
{1, . . . , n} and edges E. Similarly, G = (V,A) denotes a directed graph G with arcs A.
When G is undirected, we let
Arcs(G) = {(i, j) : i, j ∈ V, and {i, j} ∈ E}
consist of all possible arcs in G. In Section 2.1, we explore k-colorability using techniques
from commutative algebra and algebraic geometry. The following polynomial formulation
of k-colorability is well-known [Bay82].
Proposition 1.0.1. Fix a positive integer k, and let K be a field with characteristic
relatively prime to k. The polynomial system
JG = {xki − 1 = 0, xk−1i + xk−2i xj + · · ·+ xk−1j = 0 : i ∈ V, {i, j} ∈ E}
has a solution in K (the algebraic closure of K) if and only if the graph G is k-colorable.
Remark 1.0.2. Depending on the context, the fields K we use in this chapter will be the
rationals Q, the reals R, the complex numbers C, or finite fields Fp with p a prime number.
Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz [CLO07, Theorem 2, Chapter 4] states that a system of poly-
nomial equations {f1(x) = 0, . . . , fr(x) = 0}, fi ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn] for all i, with coefficients in
K, has no solution with entries in its algebraic closure K if and only if
1 =
r∑
i=1
βifi, for some polynomials β1, . . . , βr ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn].
If the system has no solution in K, we say β1, β2, . . . , βr is a Nullstellensatz certificate that
the associated combinatorial problem is infeasible. We can find a Nullstellensatz certificate
1 =
∑r
i=1 βifi of a given degree D := max1≤i≤r{deg(βi)} or determine that no such cer-
tificate exists by solving a system of linear equations whose variables are the coefficients
of the monomials used in β1, . . . , βr (see [DLMP09] and the many references therein).
3The number of variables in this linear system is at most
(
n+D
D
)
, the number of mono-
mials of degree at most D. Consequently, the linear system in the space of coefficients,
which can be thought of as a D-th order linear relaxation of the polynomial system, can
be solved in time that is polynomial in the input size for fixed degree D (see [Mar08,
Theorem 4.1.3] or the survey [DLMP09]). The degree D of a Nullstellensatz certificate
of an infeasible polynomial system cannot be more than known bounds [Kol88], and thus,
by searching for certificates of increasing degrees, we obtain a finite (but potentially long)
procedure to decide whether a system is feasible or not (this is the NulLA algorithm in
[Mar08, DLLMO09, DLLMM08]). The philosophy of “linearizing” a system of arbi-
trary polynomials has also been applied in contexts outside combinatorics, including com-
puter algebra [Fau99, KK05, MT08, Ste04], logic and complexity [CEI96], cryptography
[CKPS00], and optimization [LR05, Las02, Lau07, Par03, Par02, PS10].
As the complexity of solving a combinatorial system with this strategy depends on its
certificate degree, it is important to understand the class of problems having small de-
grees D. In Theorem 1.0.3, we give a combinatorial characterization of non-3-colorable
graphs for which the encoding in Proposition 1.0.1 has a degree one Nullstellensatz cer-
tificate of infeasibility over F2. Our characterization involves two types of substructures
on the graph G. The first of these are oriented partial-3-cycles, which are pairs of arcs
{(i, j), (j, k)} ⊆ Arcs(G), also denoted (i, j, k), in which (k, i) ∈ Arcs(G) (the vertices i, j, k
induce a 3-cycle in G). The second are oriented chordless 4-cycles, which are sets of four
arcs {(i, j), (j, k), (k, l), (l, i)} ⊆ Arcs(G), denoted (i, j, k, l), with (i, k), (j, l) 6∈ Arcs(G)
(the vertices i, j, k, l induce a chordless 4-cycle).
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Figure 1.1. a partial 3-cycle and a chordless 4-cycle
4Theorem 1.0.3. For a given simple undirected graph G = (V,E), the polynomial system
over F2 encoding the 3-colorability of G
JG = {x3i + 1 = 0, x2i + xixj + x2j = 0 : i ∈ V, {i, j} ∈ E}
has a degree one Nullstellensatz certificate of infeasibility if and only if there exists a set C
of oriented partial 3-cycles and oriented chordless 4-cycles from Arcs(G) such that
(1) |C(i,j)|+ |C(j,i)| ≡ 0 (mod 2) for all {i, j} ∈ E and
(2)
∑
(i,j)∈Arcs(G),i<j |C(i,j)| ≡ 1 (mod 2),
where C(i,j) denotes the set of cycles in C in which the arc (i, j) ∈ Arcs(G) appears. More-
over, the class of non-3-colorable graphs whose encodings have degree one Nullstellensatz
infeasibility certificates can be recognized in polynomial time.
Theorem 1.0.3 essentially says that a graph has a degree one Nullsetellensatz certificate
over F2 if there is an edge covering of the graph by three and four cycles obeying some parity
conditions on the number of times an edge is covered. In particular, we can consider the set
C in Theorem 1.0.3 as a covering of E by directed edges. From this perspective, Condition
1 in Theorem 1.0.3 means that every edge of G is covered by an even number of arcs from
cycles in C. On the other hand, Condition 2 says that if Gˆ is the directed graph obtained
from G by the orientation induced by the total ordering on the vertices 1 < 2 < · · · < n,
then when summing the number of times each arc in Gˆ appears in the cycles of C, the total
is odd. This result is reminiscent of the cycle double cover conjecture of Szekeres (1973)
[Sze73] and Seymour (1979) [Sey79].
If a graph G has a non-3-colorable subgraph whose polynomial encoding has a degree
one infeasibility certificate, we will show it is immediate that the encoding of G will also
have a degree one infeasibility certificate. In this light, our work extends the work in
[Mar08, DLLMM08, DLMP09] where it is shown that the class of non-3-colorable
graphs with degree one certificates includes graphs with odd wheels as subgraphs.
Corollary 1.0.4. If a graph G = (V,E) has a subgraph that satisfies conditions (1)
and (2) of Theorem 1.0.3, then the encoding of 3-colorability of G from Theorem 1.0.3 has
a degree one Nullstellensatz certificate of infeasibility. In particular if G has an odd wheel
as a subgraph, then it has a degree one Nullstellensatz certificate.
5In our second application of the polynomial method, we use tools from the theory of
Gro¨bner bases to investigate (in Section 2.2) the detection of Hamiltonian cycles of a directed
graph G. The following ideals algebraically encode Hamiltonian cycles (see Lemma 2.2.6
for a proof).
Proposition 1.0.5. Let G = (V,A) be a simple directed graph on vertices V = {1, . . . , n}.
Assume that the characteristic of K is relatively prime to n and that ω ∈ K is a primitive
n-th root of unity. We let HG be the ideal in K[x1, . . . , xn] generated by the polynomialsxni − 1, ∏
j∈δ+(i)
(ωxi − xj) : i ∈ V
 .
Here, δ+(i) denotes those vertices j which are connected to i by an arc going from i to j in
G. The variety of the ideal HG is non-empty over K if and only if G has a Hamiltonian
cycle.
We prove a decomposition theorem for the ideal HG, and based on this structure, we
give an algebraic characterization of uniquely Hamiltonian graphs, those graphs that have
a unique Hamiltonian cycle. This result is reminiscent of the one for k-colorability in
[HW08]. Our results also provide an algorithm to decide this property. We first set up
some necessary definitions.
For the purposes Section 2.2, all undirected graphs G = (V,E) are presented as directed
graphs with vertex set V and arcs Arcs(G). When a directed graph G has the property
that each pair of vertices connected by an arc is also connected by an arc in the opposite
direction, then we call G doubly covered. Let C be a cycle of length k > 2 in a directed
graph G, expressed as a sequence of arcs,
C = {(v1, v2), (v2, v3), . . . , (vk, v1)}.
We call C a doubly covered cycle if consecutive vertices in the cycle are connected by arcs
in both directions; otherwise, C is simply called directed. In particular, each cycle in a
doubly covered graph is a doubly covered cycle. These definitions allow us to work with
both undirected and directed graphs in the same framework.
6Definition 1.0.6. [Cycle encodings] Let ω be a fixed primitive k-th root of unity and
let K be a field with characteristic not dividing k. If C is a doubly covered cycle of length k
and the vertices in C are {v1, . . . , vk}, then the cycle encoding of C is the following set of
k polynomials in K[xv1 , . . . , xvk ]:
(1.1) gi =

xvi +
(ω2+i−ω2−i)
(ω3−ω) xvk−1 +
(ω1−i−ω3+i)
(ω3−ω) xvk i = 1, . . . , k − 2,
(xvk−1 − ωxvk)(xvk−1 − ω−1xvk) i = k − 1,
xkvk − 1 i = k.
If C is a directed cycle of length k in a directed graph, with vertex set {v1, . . . , vk}, the
cycle encoding of C is the following set of k polynomials:
(1.2) gi =

xvk−i − ωk−ixvk i = 1, . . . , k − 1,
xkvk − 1 i = k.
Definition 1.0.7. [Cycle Ideals] The cycle ideal associated to a cycle C is HG,C =
〈g1, . . . , gk〉 ⊆ K[xv1 , . . . , xvk ], where the gi’s are the cycle encoding of C given by (1.1) or
(1.2).
Our main decomposition theorem is:
Theorem 1.0.8. Let G be a connected directed graph with n vertices. Then,
HG =
⋂
C
HG,C ,
where C ranges over all Hamiltonian cycles of the graph G.
Because there are no containments among the ideals {HG,C | C is a cycle in G}, we have
the following corollary:
Corollary 1.0.9. The graph G is uniquely Hamiltonian if and only if the Hamiltonian
ideal HG is of the form HG,C for some length n cycle C.
These developments give a computational framework in which to approach the famous
conjecture of Sheehan (see [She75]) that states that no finite r-regular graph with r ≥ 3
is uniquely Hamiltonian. We note that it is still an open question to decide the complexity
7of finding a second Hamiltonian cycle knowing that it exists [Cam01]; our developments
provide a framework to test this conjecture.
Finally, in Section 2.3 we explore the problem of determining the automorphisms Aut(G)
of an undirected graph G (we will assume G has n vertices throughout). Recall that the
elements of Aut(G) are those permutations of the vertices of G which preserve adjacency of
vertices. Of particular interest for us is when graphs are rigid ; that is, |Aut(G)| = 1. The
complexity of this outstandingly famous decision problem is still wide open [Cam04]. As
suggested by our theme, the combinatorial object Aut(G) will be encoded as an algebraic
variety, particularly the set of n× n permutation matrices representing the group Aut(G).
By this we mean that for each g ∈ Aut(G), we identify g with the n × n matrix whose
(i, j)-entry is 1 if g(i) = j, and 0 otherwise. We note that complementing our focus in
Chapter 2, later in Chapter 3 we study the geometry permutation polytopes, convex hulls
of such permutation matrices arising from general groups (see Definition 1.0.16).
Before presenting the equations defining the variety Aut(G), we recall that for a simple
graph G, its adjacency matrix AG is the n×n matrix whose (i, j)-entry is 1 if ij is an edge
in G, and 0 otherwise.
Proposition 1.0.10. Let G be a simple undirected graph and AG its adjacency matrix.
Then Aut(G) is the group of permutation matrices P = [Pi,j ]ni,j=1 given by the zeroes of the
ideal IG ⊆ R[x1, . . . , xn] generated by the polynomials:
(PAG −AGP )i,j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n;
(
n∑
i=1
Pi,j
)
− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n;
 n∑
j=1
Pi,j
− 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n; P 2i,j − Pi,j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
(1.3)
Proof. The last three sets of polynomials indicate that P is a permutation matrix,
while the first one ensures that this permutation preserves adjacency of vertices (PAGP> =
AG). 
From Proposition 1.0.10, Aut(G) consists of the integer vertices of the polytope of
doubly stochastic matrices commuting with AG. By replacing the equations P 2i,j − Pi,j = 0
obtained from (1.3) with the linear inequalities Pij ≥ 0, we obtain a polyhedron PG which
is a convex relaxation of the automorphism group of the graph. Our first result is on the
8structure of the vertex-edge graph induced by the integer points of PG is quasi-integral (see
Definition 7.1 in Chapter 4 of [KKY84]).
Proposition 1.0.11. The polytope PG is quasi-integral. That is, the induced subgraph
of the integer points of the 1-skeleton of PG is connected.
It follows that one can decide whether a graph G has trivial automorphism group by
determining the vertex neighbors of the identity matrix in the 1-skeleton of PG. Another
application of this result is an output-sensitive algorithm for enumerating all automorphisms
of a given graph [AF96].
Notice that if PG is an integral polytope, then linear programming solves the automor-
phism problem for G in polynomial time, so understanding this polytope and its integer
hull is crucial. Both have been investigated by Friedlander and Tinhofer [Fri09, Tin86],
where they give sufficient conditions for guaranteeing PG to be integral. Tinhofer coined
the term compact for graphs G such that PG is integral. For more on compact graphs, see
[CG97, Tin86] and references therein. Unfortunately, it is well known that being compact
is very restrictive. For instance, Godsil [CG97] shows that any regular compact graph is
vertex transitive, which is a very strong restriction. Parallel to the work of Tinhofer, we
examine a hierarchy of not necessarily polytopal convex bodies that approximate the inte-
ger hull of PG, and give sufficient conditions for when iterations of this hierarchy equal the
integer hull of PG. The convex bodies in this hierarchy will play a pivotal role throughout
this thesis: in Chapter 3, they are used to describe the facial structure of permutation
polytopes; in Chapter 4, we further develop the algebraic theory governing this hierarchy.
It is therefore essential that we introduce this hierarchy in a very general setting.
In the 1980’s, L. Lova´sz approximated stable set polyhedra from graph theory using
a convex body called the theta body ; see [Lov94]. In [GPT10], the authors generalize
Lova´sz’s construction to generate a sequence of convex bodies that approximate the convex
hull of the common zeroes of a set of real polynomials. To introduce this hierarchy, we
need some preliminaries that will crucial to our entire exposition. All these can be found
in [GPT10].
Let I ⊂ R[x1, . . . , xn]. We denote by VR(I) ⊆ Rn, read the real variety of I, the
set of common zeroes of polynomials in I. That is VR(I) = {x ∈ Rn | f(x) = 0 ∀f ∈ I}.
9Complementary to this, for any subset S ⊆ Rn, we define I(S) to be the ideal of polynomials
in R[x1, . . . , xn] that vanish on S. That is, I(S) = {f ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn] | f(x) = 0 ∀ x ∈ S}.
We say the ideal I is real radical if I = I(VR(I)). A polynomial f is said to be nonnegative
mod I (written f ≥ 0 (mod I)) if f(p) ≥ 0 for all p ∈ VR(I). Similarly, a polynomial f
is said to be a sum of squares mod I if there exist h1, . . . , hm ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn] such that
f −∑mi=1 h2i ∈ I. If the degrees of h1, . . . , hm are bounded by some positive integer k, we
say f is k-sos mod I.
Now recall that our goal is to approximate the convex hull of a real variety by convex
bodies that are efficiently computable. Classic convex theory tells us that the closure (with
respect to the usual topology on Rn) of the convex hull conv(VR(I)) can be described as
the intersection of the half-spaces in which VR(I) is contained (see [Bar02]). That is
conv(VR(I)) = {x ∈ Rn | f(x) ≥ 0 ∀ f nonnegative on VR(I)}.
One can now relax this condition by replacing nonnegativity of f on VR(I) by f being a sum
of squares modulo I, as this guarantees nonnegativity. Moreover, if we vary the maximum
degree of the sums of squares representations of such f , we obtain convex bodies that by
Corollary 2.9 and Corollary 2.15 of [GPT10] can be represented as projections of feasible
regions of semidefinite programs (such regions are called spectrahedra) if I is real radical.
Definition 1.0.12. The k-th theta body of an ideal I ⊆ R[x1, . . . , xn], denoted THk(I),
is the convex body
THk(I) = {x ∈ Rn | f(x) ≥ 0 ∀ f linear and k-sos mod I}.
Notice that the theta bodies of I form a hierarchy
TH1(I) ⊇ TH2(I) ⊇ · · · ⊇ conv(VR(I)).
In the case that the hierarchy collapses at some k, i.e. THk(I) = conv(VR(I)), we say I is
THk-exact, or k-exact. We say a variety S ⊆ Rn is THk-exact (or k-exact) if its vanishing
ideal I(S) is THk-exact. Moreover, if P ⊂ Rn is a polytope, we say P is THk-exact if its
vertex set as a variety is THk-exact.
10
Example 1.0.13. Consider the ideal I = (x21x2 − 1) ⊂ R[x1, x2]. Then conv(VR(I)) is
the open upper half-plane. Any linear polynomial that is non-negative over VR(I) is of the
form αx2 + β where α, β ≥ 0. Now, mod I, αx2 + β ≡ (
√
αx1x2)
2 + (
√
β)2, and so every
linear f non-negative on VR(I) is 2-sos. We conclude I is TH2-exact.
Returning to our immediate goal, we would like to use theta bodies to approximate the
convex hull of Aut(G) for a group G. In order to do this, we must establish that the ideal
IG from Proposition 1.0.10 is indeed real radical. We prove an even stronger result.
Lemma 1.0.14. If I ⊆ R[x1, . . . , xn] is an ideal such that VR(I) = VC(I), and x2i −xi ∈ I
for each i, then I is real radical.
Proof. Let J be the ideal in C[x1, . . . , xn] generated by the same polynomials that
generate I, and R
√
I be the real radical of I. Since the polynomial x2i − xi ∈ J for each
1 ≤ i ≤ n, Lemma 2.1 of [HW08] implies J = √J (where √J is the radical of J). Together
with the fact that VC(J) = VR(I), this implies J ⊇ R
√
I. Since I = J ∩ R[x1, . . . , xn], we
conclude I ⊇ R√I. The result follows since trivially, I ⊆ R√I. 
From Lemma 1.0.14, we conclude that if IG is k-exact, linear optimization over the
automorphisms can be performed using semidefinite programming. In particular, one can
use this to approach the graph automorphism problem. The caveat here is that one must
first compute a basis for the quotient ring R[P11, P12, . . . , Pnn]/IG in order to set up these
semidefinite programs (see Section 2 of [GPT10] for details). However, for k-exact ideals,
one only needs those elements of the basis up to degree 2k.
The favorable computational consequences of convergence of the theta body hierarchy
motivates the need for characterizing those graphs G for which IG is k-exact. We begin this
study by focusing on those graphs G for which IG is 1-exact. If this is the case we inter-
changeably use the terminology G or P (G) is exact (which is consistent with the comment
after Definition 1.0.12). Our main contribution in this direction is that even the coarsest
iterate of the theta body hierarchy matches the integer hull of PG (i.e. conv(VR(IG))) bet-
ter than PG does. In particular, we prove that any compact graph is exact, and that these
classes are not equal.
11
Theorem 1.0.15. The class of exact graphs strictly contains the class of compact graphs.
More precisely:
(1) If G is a compact graph, then G is also exact.
(2) Let G1, . . . , Gm be k-regular connected compact graphs, and let G =
⊔m
i=1Gi be the
graph that is the disjoint union of G1, . . . , Gm. Then G is always exact, but G may
not be compact. Indeed, G is compact if and only if Gi ∼= Gj for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
Along with our computational interests in Aut(G), the polytope conv(Aut(G)) has
beautiful symmetric geometry. For instance, the group action of Aut(G) on itself by left
multiplication induces an automorphism of the polytope conv(Aut(G)), making it a highly
symmetric polytope. In recent years, there has been much interest in understanding the
geometry of polytopes arising from general permutation subgroups of Sn, not just those
arising as automorphisms of graphs. These polytopes, called permutation polytopes have
similar symmetry properties as conv(Aut(G)). Onn [Onn93] proved that they contain
traveling salesman polytopes; see his paper along with [BHNP09] for references and history
on these polytopes. In what follows, we identify the symmetric group Sn on {1, 2, . . . , n}
through its representation by n × n permutation matrices; that is, for any g ∈ Sn, we
identify g with the n × n matrix whose (i, j)-entry is one if g(i) = j and 0 otherwise, and
denote the identity by e throughout. We denote a subgroup G of Sn by G ≤ Sn, and such
a subgroup is called a permutation group.
Definition 1.0.16. Let G ≤ Sn. The permutation polytope P (G) is defined as P (G) =
conv{g | g ∈ G}.
Example 1.0.17. Let G ≤ S4 be the group consisting of the four permutations e, (1 2),
(3 4), (1 2)(3 4). Then P (G) is the convex hull of the matrices
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

,

0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

,

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

,

0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

.
This polytope is geometrically a square. Now let H ≤ S4 be the group consisting of the four
permutations e, (1 2)(3 4), (1 3)(2 4), (1 4)(2 3). Then P (H) is the convex hull of the
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matrices 
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

,

0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

,

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

,

0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0

.
This polytope is geometrically a tetrahedron.
Note that Example 1.0.17 shows that the geometric structure of a permutation polytope
depends on the group that defines it and not just its isomorphism class. Both of the examples
above are groups isomorphic to (Z/2Z)2, but their permutation polytopes are not even
combinatorially isomorphic. The focus of Chapter 3, based on joint work with Katherine
Burggraf and Jesu´s De Loera, is the geometric study of permutation polytopes. These
polytopes appear everywhere in literature. Perhaps the key example of such a polytope
is the Birkhoff polytope Bn, the convex hull of all n × n permutation matrices, whose
combinatorial structure has been investigated by many researchers (see [BP03, Bru88,
BG77, CM09, CR99, DLLY09, DG95, Pak00, Stu96]). Combinatorial properties of
general permutation polytopes are established in [BHNP09, BL91, GP06], including edge
structure and dimension. However, other properties such as facial structure and volumes
are not known in general. This is difficult even for particular examples. For instance, a
full facet description of the convex hull of all even permutation matrices is not known, nor
is there a known efficient algorithm for testing membership in this polytope (see [Bru88,
CP10, CW04]). Further, effective formulas for volumes, even for Bn, are not known
in general, though there are asymptotic formulas (see [CM09]). We show through the
application of various algebro-geometric tools that volumes and facial structure can be
determined for many classes of permutation polytopes. For instance, we give a complete
combinatorial and geometric description of permutation polytopes arising from cyclic and
dihedral groups, including volumes and Ehrhart polytopes for each. This generalizes the
work in [Ste99]. More generally, we determine the normalized volume of permutation
polytopes arising from Frobenius groups and a method for determining the normalized
volume of permutation polytopes arising from automorphism groups of binary trees. These
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findings are all consequences of rich algebraic theories: Gro¨bner bases and Gale duality.
Moreover, in all these cases, we show convergence of the first iterate of the theta body
hierarchy, which gives us a semidefinite description of the polytopes, an important step
toward understanding their facet structure.
Before stating our results, we will clarify some terminology. The normalized volume of a
d-dimensional polytope P ⊂ Rn with respect to an affine lattice L ⊂ Rn is the volume form
that assigns a volume of one to the smallest d-dimensional simplices in Rn whose vertices
are in L. The volume of P is its normalized volume in the lattice aff(P ) ∩ Zn where aff(P )
is the affine hull of P . The volume of an integer polytope P ⊂ Rn can be read off from
the leading coefficient of its Ehrhart polynomial. This is the counting function iP (t) defined
by iP (t) = |tP ∩ Zn| where tP = {tx | x ∈ P}. The fact that iP (t) is a polynomial was
proven by Eugene Ehrhart [BR07]. We say P is unimodular with respect to L if it has a
triangulation whose simplices are all unimodular; that is, the vertices of any simplex in the
triangulation span the lattice L. When P is unimodular with respect to aff(P ) ∩ Zn, its
Ehrhart polynomial and hence its volume can be computed directly (see Lemma 3.1.1). For
more details on triangulations with respect to particular lattices and Ehrhart polynomials,
see Section 3.1.
To begin our study of permutation polytopes, we introduce our first two classes of
groups. The cyclic group Cn ≤ Sn is the group generated by the permutation (1 2 · · · n).
The dihedral group Dn ≤ Sn is the group generated by the permutations r = (1 2 · · · n) and
f = (1 n)(2 n − 1) · · · (bn+12 c dn+12 e). In Section 3.2, we determine particular unimodular
triangulations of P (Cn) and P (Dn) with respect to the lattices aff(P (Cn)) ∩ Zn×n and
aff(P (Dn)) ∩ Zn×n respectively. This allows us to recover their volumes via their Ehrhart
polynomials.
Theorem 1.0.18. Let n be an integer, n > 2.
(1) The volume of P (Cn) is 1(n−1)! . The Ehrhart polynomial of P (Cn) is
(
t+n−1
n−1
)
.
(2) If n is odd, the volume of P (Dn) is n(2n−2)! . The Ehrhart polynomial of P (Dn) is
n−2∑
k=0
(
2n
k + 1
)(
t− 1
k
)
+
2n−2∑
k=n−1
((
2n
k + 1
)
−
(
n
k − n+ 1
))(
t− 1
k
)
.
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(3) If n is even, n = 2m, the volume of P (Dn) is n
2
4·(2n−3)! . The Ehrhart polynomial
of P (Dn) is
m−2∑
k=0
(
2n
k + 1
)(
t− 1
k
)
−
2m−2∑
k=m−1
((
2n
k + 1
)
− 2
(
2n−m
k + 1−m
))(
t− 1
k
)
+
4m−3∑
k=2m−1
((
2n
k + 1
)
− 2
(
2n−m
k + 1−m
)
+
(
2n− 2m
k + 1− 2m
))(
t− 1
k
)
.
In Section 3.3, we study Frobenius polytopes as introduced by Collins and Perkinson
in [CP10]. These are permutation polytopes P (G) where G is a Frobenius group. A
group G ≤ Sn is Frobenius if it has a proper subgroup H such that for all x ∈ G\H,
H ∩ (xHx−1) = {e}. The special subgroup H is known as the Frobenius complement of G
and is unique up to conjugation. Moreover, every Frobenius group G ≤ Sn has a special
proper subgroup N of size n called the Frobenius kernel which consists of the identity and
all elements of G that have no fixed points; see Chapter 16 of [AB95]. The Frobenius kernel
and Frobenius complement have trivial intersection, and G = NH. The class of Frobenius
groups includes semi-direct products of cyclic groups, some matrix groups over finite fields,
the alternating group A4, and many others. See [Wie64] for more on Frobenius groups.
We determine triangulations of Frobenius polytopes and a formula for their normalized
volumes, in particular showing that the normalized volumes are completely characterized
by the size of the Frobenius complement and the size of the Frobenius kernel.
Theorem 1.0.19. Let G ≤ Sn be a Frobenius group with Frobenius complement H and
Frobenius kernel N . The normalized volume of P (G) in the sublattice of Zn×n spanned by
its vertices is
1
(|H||N | − |H|)!
b |H|(|N|−1)−1|N| c∑
`=0
(
(|H| − `)|N |
(|H| − `)|N | − |H|+ 1
)(|H| − 1
`
)
(−1)`.
We also study the theta body hierarchy applied to Frobenius polytopes. For instance,
we prove that convergence of the first iterate always occurs for Frobenius groups. This
implies many structural results, such as the existence of reverse lexicographic unimodular
triangulations. See [Sul06] for more on this.
Proposition 1.0.20. If G ≤ Sn is a Frobenius group, then P (G) is TH1-exact.
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In Section 3.4, we develop a method for computing the Ehrhart polynomial of P (G)
when G is the automorphism group of a rooted binary tree on n vertices. This method
relates the Ehrhart polynomials of permutation polytopes associated to direct products
and wreath products of groups to the Ehrhart polynomials of the individual permutation
polytopes themselves. A key theorem in this regard is the following:
Theorem 1.0.21. Let G ≤ Sn, and GoS2 be the wreath product of G with the symmetric
group S2. Then
i(P (G o S2), t) =
t∑
k=0
i2(P (G), k) · i2(P (G), t− k)
for any integer t ≥ 2.
In Appendix A.1, we comment on miscellaneous permutation polytopes. We begin by
examining the permutation polytopes P (An) where An ≤ Sn is the alternating group on
{1, 2, . . . , n}. One of the main focuses in the literature is on determining the facets of P (An).
Cunningham and Wang [CW04], and independently Hood and Perkinson [HP04], proved
that P (An) has exponentially many facets in n, resolving a problem of Brualdi and Liu
[BL91]. However, a full facet description is still unknown. Moreover, no polynomial time
algorithm in n is known for membership in P (An). The difficulty of attaining a description
of all facets of these polytopes is demonstrated by the following proposition, which states
that the first iterate of the theta body hierarchy for the polytopes P (An) is almost never
equal to P (An) itself.
Proposition 1.0.22. The polytope P (An) is two-level, and hence An is TH1-exact, if
and only if n ≤ 4. Moreover, for n ≥ 8, P (An) is at least (bn4 c+ 1)-level.
We conclude the appendix with computations of volumes and Ehrhart polynomials of per-
mutation polytopes for many subgroups of S3, S4, and S5.
Through Chapter 2, we see that theta bodies are very useful in determining computable
relaxations of convex hulls of real varieties. Through Chapter 3, we see that theta bodies
give polynomial inequality descriptions of various polytopes that do not necessarily have
clear linear inequality descriptions. However, the theory of theta bodies relied on choosing a
system of equations whose ideal is real radical. In the context of combinatorial optimization
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problems, which are usually modeled by subsets of {0, 1}n (this is the case for graph auto-
morphism, as we saw in Proposition 1.0.10), we can represent the varieties as the zero sets of
real radical ideals (see Lemma 1.0.14). However, for many purposes outside combinatorial
optimization, it is may not be clear that a given presentation of an ideal guarantees it is real
radical. This is an especially important issue that arises frequently in the emerging field of
convex algebraic geometry, the study convex hulls of arbitrary real algebraic varieties (see
[GT11] for more on this field). Since an ideal and its real radical have the same variety,
one can take an arbitrary ideal and compute its real radical and use theta body theory to
compute convex hulls. However, no algorithm is known to compute real radicals except
for ideals whose varieties are finite (see [LLR08]). Motivated by this, in Chapter 4, based
on joint work with Brian Osserman, we generalize the theta body hierarchy to intrinsically
incorporate ideals that are not necessarily real radical. In fact, we do this by introducing a
strict version of nonnegativity that is characterized algebraically, and is satisfied for sums of
squares. As we shall see, this algebraic property has many interesting consequences to the
theory of sums of squares relaxations of nonnegativity for singular and nonsingular varieties
even outside the context of theta bodies. We begin with a motivating example. We use
V (I) in relation to concepts depending on the ring R[x1, . . . , xn]/I, which we will denote by
A from now on. That is, V (I) is the scheme Spec(A) (see Chapter 2 of [Har77] for more on
schemes). All of our ring homomorphisms are assumed to be R-algebra homomorphisms.
Example 1.0.23. Suppose I ⊆ R[x] is the ideal generated by x2. This ideal is clearly
not real radical: VR(I) = {0} and I(VR(I)) is the ideal generated by x. The function x is
nonnegative on VR(I). However, x is not a sum of squares modulo I. Indeed, if x =
∑m
i=1 f
2
i ,
then reducing modulo I, the sum of the squares of the constant terms in each fi must be 0.
This implies the constant terms themselves are 0 and hence
∑m
i=1 f
2
i = 0 modulo I.
However, from a more scheme-theoretic perspective, we should think of V (I) as not
consisting only of the origin, but also including an infinitesimal thickening in both directions
– in particular, in the negative direction. Thus, we should not think of x as being nonnegative
on the scheme V (I).
Example 1.0.23 tells us that for purposes of sums of squares relaxations, we should rule out
nonnegative functions that are nonnegative on VR(I) but not nonnegative on the scheme
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Figure 1.2. The scheme-theoretic picture for V (x2).
V (I) in some sense. Recall that if I ⊆ R[x1, . . . , xn] is an ideal, then the points of VR(I)
correspond precisely to (R-algebra) homomorphisms A→ R. The homomorphism obtained
from a given P ∈ VR(I) is simply given by evaluating polynomials at P . Thus, one may
rephrase nonnegativity as saying that f is nonnegative if its image under any homomor-
phism A → R is nonnegative. Our definition will consider a broader collection of such
homomorphisms. In particular, given a point of VR(I) corresponding to ϕ : A → R, it
is standard that the (scheme-theoretic) tangent space to V (I) at the point is in bijection
with homomorphisms A → R[]/(2) which recover ϕ after composing with the unique
homomorphism R[]/(2)→ R, which necessarily sends  to 0.
In Example 1.0.23, a tangent vector in the “negative direction” is given by the homo-
morphism R[x]/(x2) → R[]/(2) sending x to −. If we consider − to be “negative”, we
may thus consider the function x to take a negative value on this tangent vector to V (I).
We formalize and generalize this idea by considering also higher-order infinitesimal arcs, as
follows. We remark that R[]/(m) has a unique homomorphism to R, necessarily sending
 to 0. We say that ϕ : A→ R[]/(m) is at P for (a necessarily unique) P ∈ VR(I) if P is
the point corresponding to the composed homomorphism A→ R.
Definition 1.0.24. Given f ∈ R[]/(n), f = a0 + a1 + · · · + an−1n−1, we say f is
nonnegative if f = 0, or aN > 0 where N = min{j : aj 6= 0}.
Definition 1.0.25. Let I ⊆ R[x1, . . . , xn] be an ideal. Given P ∈ VR(I), we say f ∈ A
is strongly nonnegative at P if for every m ≥ 0 and for every R-algebra homomorphism
ϕ : A→ R[]/(m)
at P , we have ϕ(f) is nonnegative in R[]/(m) (in the sense of Definition 1.0.24). We
say f is strongly nonnegative on V (I) if it is strongly nonnegative at P for all P ∈ VR(I).
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We begin Chapter 4 by exploring basic properties of strong nonnegativity, showing
in particular in Theorems 1.0.26 and 1.0.27 that strong nonnegativity at a point implies
nonnegativity in a neighborhood of that point, and that the converse holds for nonsingular
points.
Theorem 1.0.26. Given I ⊆ R[x1, . . . , xn] and a point P ∈ VR(I), suppose that f ∈
A := R[x1, . . . , xn]/I is strongly nonnegative at P . Then f is nonnegative in a (real)
neighborhood of P .
Theorem 1.0.27. Given I ⊆ R[x1, . . . , xn] and a point P ∈ VR(I), suppose that P is
a nonsingular point of V (I), and that f ∈ A := R[x1, . . . , xn]/I is nonnegative in a (real)
neighborhood of P . Then f is strongly nonnegative at P .
This implies the equivalence of strong nonnegativity and nonnegativity for nonsingular
varieties. In the singular case, we study obstructions to the theta body hierarchy. In
Theorem 4.3.8, we are able to recover the obstructions produced by Gouveia and Netzer
in [GN10] to convergence of this hierarchy. The key is in generalizing their definition of
convex-singularity.
Definition 1.0.28. A point P ∈ VR(I) is convex-singular if it lies on the relative
boundary of conv(VR(I)), and the tangent space to the scheme V (I) at P meets the relative
interior of conv(VR(I)).
In [GN10], the tangent space is only defined set theoretically in terms of VR(I), so
our definition generalizes their construction. Our obstruction theorem is reminiscent of
Theorem 4.5 in the same paper:
Theorem 1.0.29. Suppose we have I ⊆ R[x1, . . . , xn], and P ∈ VR(I) is convex-singular.
Then for every k, there is a linear function that is non-negative on I but not k-sos mod I.
The together with Corollary 2.12 of [GPT10], this gives us a generalized version of the
obstruction theorem of [GN10].
Corollary 1.0.30. Let I ⊆ R[x1, . . . , xn] be a real radical ideal. If there exists a linear
function f that is nonnegative on VR(I) but not strongly nonnegative, then I is not THk-
exact for any k. 
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Finally, Proposition 1.0.32 and Corollary 1.0.33 show that our construction behaves
well in the context of the foundational constructions of theta bodies. In particular, we
introduce the concept of an ideal being weakly (1, k)-sos, meaning linear functions that are
strongly nonnegative on V (I) are k-sos mod I, and show this in itself implies the THk-exact
property.
Definition 1.0.31. Given k ≥ 1, and an ideal I ⊆ R[x1, . . . , xn], we say that I is weakly
(1, k)-sos if for every linear f ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn] which is strongly nonnegative on VR(I), there
exist g1, . . . , gm ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn] of degree at most k such that
f ≡
m∑
i=1
g2i (mod I).
An ideal being (1, k)-sos has an analogous definition (see Definition 4.3.1 in Chapter 4). We
prove
Proposition 1.0.32. If I is weakly (1, k)-sos, then I is THk-exact.
Corollary 1.0.33. If I ⊆ R[x1, . . . , xn] is a real radical ideal, then the following are
equivalent:
(1) I is weakly (1, k)-sos
(2) I is (1, k)-sos
(3) I is THk-exact.
We conclude the thesis in Chapter 5 with future directions and open questions based on
our work. In particular, we propose problems in three fundamental areas. First, we ask
how our constructions in Chapter 2 can be used to approach various well-known conjectures
in graph theory computationally. Second, we propose extending the work in Chapter 3 by
studying various symmetric polytopes akin to permutation polytopes, such as subpolytopes
of permutohedra arising from group theoretic constructs. Finally, we propose extensions
and open problems related to strong nonnegativity and sums of squares in the context of
theta bodies, extending work in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 2
Recognizing Graph Properties via Polynomial Ideals
2.1. Recognizing Non-3-colorable Graphs
In this section, we give a complete combinatorial characterization of the class of non-3-
colorable simple undirected graphs G = (V,E) with a degree one Nullstellensatz certificate
of infeasibility for the following system (with K = F2) from Proposition 1.0.1:
(2.1) JG = {x3i + 1 = 0, x2i + xixj + x2j = 0 : i ∈ V, {i, j} ∈ E},
focusing on a proof of Theorem 1.0.3. Before proving this theorem, we give a detailed
example.
Example 2.1.1. Consider the Gro¨tzsch graph in Figure 2.1, which has no 3-cycles.
The following set of oriented chordless 4-cycles gives a certificate of non-3-colorability by
Theorem 1.0.3:
C := {(1, 2, 3, 7), (2, 3, 4, 8), (3, 4, 5, 9), (4, 5, 1, 10), (1, 10, 11, 7),
(2, 6, 11, 8), (3, 7, 11, 9), (4, 8, 11, 10), (5, 9, 11, 6)}.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the arc directions for the 4-cycles of C. Each edge of the graph is
covered by exactly two 4-cycles, so C satisfies Condition 1 of Theorem 1.0.3. Moreover,
one can check that Condition 2 is also satisfied. It follows that the graph has no proper
3-coloring. 
We now prove Theorem 1.0.3. Recall that the polynomial system (2.1) has a degree
one (D = 1) Nullstellensatz certificate of infeasibility if and only if there exist coefficients
ai, aij , bij , bijk ∈ F2 such that
(2.2)
∑
i∈V
(ai +
∑
j∈V
aijxj)(x3i + 1) +
∑
{i,j}∈E
(bij +
∑
k∈V
bijkxk)(x2i + xixj + x
2
j ) = 1.
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Figure 2.1. Gro¨tzsch graph.
First, notice that we can simplify a degree one certificate as follows: Expanding the left-
hand side of (2.2) and collecting terms, the only coefficient of xjx3i is aij and thus aij = 0
for all i, j ∈ V . Similarly, the only coefficient of xixj is bij , and so bij = 0 for all {i, j} ∈ E.
We thus arrive at the following simplified expression:
(2.3)
∑
i∈V
ai(x3i + 1) +
∑
{i,j}∈E
(
∑
k∈V
bijkxk)(x2i + xixj + x
2
j ) = 1.
Now, consider the following set F of polynomials:
x3i + 1 ∀i ∈ V,(2.4)
xk(x2i + xixj + x
2
j ) ∀{i, j} ∈ E, k ∈ V.(2.5)
The elements of F are those polynomials that can appear in a degree one certificate of
infeasibility. Thus, there exists a degree one certificate if and only if the constant polynomial
1 is in the linear span of F ; that is, 1 ∈ 〈F 〉F2 , where 〈F 〉F2 is the vector space over F2
generated by the polynomials in F .
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We next simplify the set F . Let H be the following set of polynomials:
x2ixj + xix
2
j + 1 ∀{i, j} ∈ E,
(2.6)
xix
2
j + xjx
2
k ∀(i, j), (j, k), (k, i) ∈ Arcs(G),
(2.7)
xix
2
j + xjx
2
k + xkx
2
l + xlx
2
i ∀(i, j), (j, k), (k, l), (l, i) ∈ Arcs(G), (i, k), (j, l) 6∈ Arcs(G).
(2.8)
If we identify the monomials xix2j as the arcs (i, j), then the polynomials (2.7) correspond to
oriented partial 3-cycles and the polynomials (2.8) correspond to oriented chordless 4-cycles.
The following lemma says that we can use H instead of F to find a degree one certificate.
Lemma 2.1.2. We have 1 ∈ 〈F 〉F2 if and only if 1 ∈ 〈H〉F2.
Proof. The polynomials (2.5) above can be split into two classes of equations:
(i) k = i or k = j and (ii) k 6= i and k 6= j. Thus, the set F consists of
x3i + 1 ∀i ∈ V,(2.9)
xi(x2i + xixj + x
2
j ) = x
3
i + x
2
ixj + xix
2
j ∀{i, j} ∈ E,(2.10)
xk(x2i + xixj + x
2
j ) = x
2
ixk + xixjxk + x
2
jxk ∀{i, j} ∈ E, k ∈ V, i 6= k 6= j.(2.11)
Using polynomials (2.9) to eliminate the x3i terms from (2.10), we arrive at the following
set of polynomials, which we label F ′:
x3i + 1 ∀i ∈ V,
(2.12)
x2ixj + xix
2
j + 1 = (x
3
i + x
2
ixj + xix
2
j ) + (x
3
i + 1) ∀{i, j} ∈ E,
(2.13)
x2ixk + xixjxk + x
2
jxk ∀{i, j} ∈ E, k ∈ V, i 6= k 6= j.
(2.14)
Observe that 〈F 〉F2 = 〈F ′〉F2 . We can eliminate the polynomials (2.12) as follows. For
every i ∈ V , (x3i + 1) is the only polynomial in F ′ containing the monomial x3i and thus the
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polynomial (x3i +1) cannot be present in any nonzero linear combination of the polynomials
in F ′ that equals 1. We arrive at the following smaller set of polynomials, which we label
F ′′.
x2ixj + xix
2
j + 1 ∀{i, j} ∈ E,(2.15)
x2ixk + xixjxk + x
2
jxk ∀{i, j} ∈ E, k ∈ V, i 6= k 6= j.(2.16)
So far, we have shown 1 ∈ 〈F 〉F2 = 〈F ′〉F2 if and only if 1 ∈ 〈F ′′〉F2 .
Next, we eliminate monomials of the form xixjxk. There are 3 cases to consider.
Case 1: {i, j} ∈ E but {i, k} 6∈ E and {j, k} 6∈ E. In this case, the monomial xixjxk
appears in only one polynomial, xk(x2i + xixj + x
2
j ) = x
2
ixk + xixjxk + x
2
jxk, so we can
eliminate all such polynomials.
Case 2: (i, j), (j, k), (k, i) ∈ Arcs(G). Graphically, this represents a 3-cycle in the graph.
In this case, the monomial xixjxk appears in three polynomials:
xk(x2i + xixj + x
2
j ) = x
2
ixk + xixjxk + x
2
jxk,(2.17)
xj(x2i + xixk + x
2
k) = x
2
ixj + xixjxk + xjx
2
k,(2.18)
xi(x2j + xjxk + x
2
k) = xix
2
j + xixjxk + xix
2
k.(2.19)
Using the first polynomial, we can eliminate xixjxk from the other two:
x2ixj + xjx
2
k + x
2
ixk + x
2
jxk = (x
2
ixj + xixjxk + xjx
2
k) + (x
2
ixk + xixjxk + x
2
jxk),
xix
2
j + xix
2
k + x
2
ixk + x
2
jxk = (xix
2
j + xixjxk + xix
2
k) + (x
2
ixk + xixjxk + x
2
jxk).
We can now eliminate the polynomial (2.17). Moreover, we can use the polynomials
from (2.15) to rewrite the above two polynomials as follows.
xkx
2
i + xix
2
j = (x
2
ixj + xjx
2
k + x
2
ixk + x
2
jxk) + (xjx
2
k + x
2
jxk + 1) + (xix
2
j + x
2
ixj + 1),
xix
2
j + xjx
2
k = (xix
2
j + xix
2
k + x
2
ixk + x
2
jxk) + (xix
2
k + x
2
ixk + 1) + (xjx
2
k + x
2
jxk + 1).
Note that both of these polynomials correspond to two of the arcs of the 3-cycle (i, j),
(j, k),(k, i) ∈ Arcs(G).
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Case 3: i, j, k ∈ V , (i, j), (j, k) ∈ Arcs(G) and (k, i) 6∈ Arcs(G). We have
xk(x2i + xixj + x
2
j ) = x
2
ixk + xixjxk + x
2
jxk,(2.20)
xi(x2j + xjxk + x
2
k) = xix
2
j + xixjxk + xix
2
k.(2.21)
As before we use the first polynomial to eliminate the monomial xixjxk from the second:
xix
2
j + xjx
2
k + (x
2
ixk + xix
2
k + 1) = (xix
2
j + xixjxk + xix
2
k) + (x
2
ixk + xixjxk + x
2
jxk)
+ (xjx2k + x
2
jxk + 1).
We can now eliminate (2.20); thus, the original system has been reduced to the following
one, which we label as F ′′′:
x2ixj + xix
2
j + 1 ∀{i, j} ∈ E,(2.22)
xix
2
j + xjx
2
k ∀(i, j), (i, k), (j, k) ∈ Arcs(G),(2.23)
xix
2
j + xjx
2
k + (x
2
ixk + xix
2
k + 1) ∀(i, j), (j, k) ∈ Arcs(G), (k, i) 6∈ Arcs(G).(2.24)
Note that 1 ∈ 〈F 〉F2 if and only if 1 ∈ 〈F ′′′〉F2 .
The monomials x2ixk and xix
2
k with (k, i) 6∈ Arcs(G) always appear together and only
in the polynomials (2.24) in the expression (x2ixk + xix
2
k + 1). Thus, we can eliminate
the monomials x2ixk and xix
2
k with (k, i) 6∈ Arcs(G) by choosing one of the polynomials
(2.24) and using it to eliminate the expression (x2ixk +xix
2
k + 1) from all other polynomials
in which it appears. Let i, j, k, l ∈ V be such that (i, j), (j, k), (k, l), (l, i) ∈ Arcs(G) and
(k, i), (i, k) 6∈ Arcs(G). We can then eliminate the monomials x2ixk and xix2k as follows:
xix
2
j + xjx
2
k + xkx
2
l + xlx
2
i = (xix
2
j + xjx
2
k + x
2
ixk + xix
2
k + 1)
+ (xkx2l + xlx
2
i + x
2
ixk + xix
2
k + 1).
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Finally, after eliminating the polynomials (2.24), we have system H (polynomials (2.6),
(2.7), and (2.8)):
x2ixj + xix
2
j + 1 ∀{i, j} ∈ E,
xix
2
j + xjx
2
k ∀(i, j), (j, k), (k, i) ∈ Arcs(G),
xix
2
j + xjx
2
k + xkx
2
l + xlx
2
i ∀(i, j), (j, k), (k, l), (l, i) ∈ Arcs(G), (i, k), (j, l) 6∈ Arcs(G).
The system H has the property that 1 ∈ 〈F ′′′〉F2 if and only if 1 ∈ 〈H〉F2 , and thus, 1 ∈ 〈F 〉F2
if and only if 1 ∈ 〈H〉F2 as required 
We now establish that the sufficient condition for infeasibility 1 ∈ 〈H〉F2 is equivalent
to the combinatorial parity conditions in Theorem 1.0.3.
Lemma 2.1.3. There exists a set C of oriented partial 3-cycles and oriented chordless
4-cycles satisfying Conditions 1. and 2. of Theorem 1.0.3 if and only if 1 ∈ 〈H〉F2.
Proof. Assume that 1 ∈ 〈H〉F2 . Then there exist coefficients ch ∈ F2 such that∑
h∈H chh = 1. Let H
′ := {h ∈ H : ch = 1}; then,
∑
h∈H′ h = 1. Let C be the set of
oriented partial 3-cycles (i, j, k) where xix2j + xjx
2
k ∈ H ′ together with the set of oriented
chordless 4-cycles (i, j, l, k) where xix2j + xjx
2
l + xlx
2
k + xkx
2
i ∈ H ′. Now, |C(i,j)| is the
number of polynomials in H ′ of the form (2.7) or (2.8) in which the monomial xix2j appears,
and similarly, |C(j,i)| is the number of polynomials in H ′ of the form (2.7) or (2.8) in which
the monomial xjx2i appears. Thus,
∑
h∈H′ h = 1 implies that, for every pair xix
2
j and xjx
2
i ,
either
(1) |C(i,j)| ≡ 0 (mod 2), |C(j,i)| ≡ 0 (mod 2), and x2ixj + xix2j + 1 6∈ H ′ or
(2) |C(i,j)| ≡ 1 (mod 2), |C(j,i)| ≡ 1 (mod 2), and x2ixj + xix2j + 1 ∈ H ′.
In either case, we have |C(i,j)| + |C(j,i)| ≡ 0 (mod 2). Moreover, since
∑
h∈H′ h = 1, there
must be an odd number of the polynomials of the form x2ixj +xix
2
j + 1 in H
′. That is, case
2 above occurs an odd number of times and therefore,
∑
(i,j)∈Arcs(G),i<j |C(i,j)| ≡ 1 (mod 2)
as required.
Conversely, assume that there exists a set C of oriented partial 3-cycles and oriented
chordless 4-cycles satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.0.3. Let H ′ be the set of polynomi-
als xix2j +xjx
2
k where (i, j, k) ∈ C and the set of polynomials xix2j +xjx2l +xlx2k+xkx2i where
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(i, j, l, k) ∈ C together with the set of polynomials x2ixj + xix2j + 1 ∈ H where |C(i,j)| ≡ 1.
Then, |C(i,j)| + |C(j,i)| ≡ 0 (mod 2) implies that every monomial xix2j appears in an even
number polynomials of H ′. Moreover, since
∑
(i,j)∈Arcs(G),i<j |C(i,j)| ≡ 1 (mod 2), there are
an odd number of polynomials x2ixj + xix
2
j + 1 appearing in H
′. Hence,
∑
h∈H′ h = 1 and
1 ∈ 〈H〉F2 . 
Combining Lemmas 2.1.2 and 2.1.3, we arrive at the characterization stated in Theo-
rem 1.0.3. That such graphs can be decided in polynomial time follows from the fact that
the existence of a certificate of any fixed degree can be decided in polynomial time (as is well
known and follows since there are polynomially many monomials up to any fixed degree;
see also [Mar08, Theorem 4.1.3]). We now prove Corollary 1.0.4, establishing in particular
that our combinatorial characterization indeed detects odd wheels.
Proof of Corollary 1.0.4. It is clear that if a subgraph of a graph has a degree 1
Nullstellensatz certificate, which is equivalent satisfying the conditions in Theorem 1.0.3,
then the graph itself has such a certificate. Thus, it remains to show odd wheels (or graphs
containing odd wheels as subgraphs) satisify the conditions in Theorem 1.0.3. Assume G
contains an odd wheel with vertices labelled as in Figure 2.1 below. Let
C := {(i, 1, i+ 1) : 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 1} ∪ {(n, 1, 2)}.
n3
5
7
8
9
10
11
2
4
6
1
Figure 2.2. Odd wheel
Figure 2.1 illustrates the arc directions for the oriented partial 3-cycles of C. Each edge
of G is covered by exactly zero or two partial 3-cycles, so C satisfies Condition 1 of Theorem
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1.0.3. Furthermore, each arc (1, i) ∈ Arcs(G) is covered exactly once by a partial 3-cycle in
C, and there is an odd number of such arcs. Thus, C also satisfies Condition 2 of Theorem
1.0.3. 
2.2. Recognizing Uniquely Hamiltonian Graphs
Throughout this section we work over an arbitrary algebraically closed field K = K,
although in some cases, we will need to restrict its characteristic. Recall that HG, which
we will call the Hamiltonian ideal of G, is generated by the polynomials from Proposition
1.0.5. A connected, directed graph G with n vertices has a Hamiltonian cycle if and only
if the equations defined by HG have a solution over K (or, in other words, if and only
if V (HG) 6= ∅ for the algebraic variety V (HG) associated to the ideal HG). In a precise
sense to be made clear below, the ideal HG actually encodes all Hamiltonian cycles of G.
However, we need to be somewhat careful about how to count cycles (see Lemma 2.2.6). In
practice ω can be treated as a variable and not as a fixed primitive n-th root of unity. A
set of equations ensuring that ω only takes on the value of a primitive n-th root of unity is
the following:
{ωi(n−1) + ωi(n−2) + · · ·+ ωi + 1 = 0 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
We can also use the cyclotomic polynomial Φn(ω) [DF04], which is the polynomial whose
zeroes are the primitive n-th roots of unity.
We shall utilize the theory of Gro¨bner bases to show that HG has a special (algebraic)
decomposition structure in terms of the different Hamiltonian cycles of G (this is Theorem
1.0.8). We first turn our attention to cycle ideals HG,C (see Definition 1.0.7) of a simple
directed graph G. These will be the basic elements in our decomposition of the Hamiltonian
ideal HG, as they algebraically encode single cycles C (up to symmetry).
Lemma 2.2.1. Let G be a graph with vertex set {v1, v2, . . . , vk}. The cycle encoding
polynomials F = {g1, . . . , gk} (see Definition 1.0.6) are a reduced Gro¨bner basis for the
cycle ideal HG,C with respect to any term order ≺ with xvk ≺ · · · ≺ xv1.
Proof. Since the leading monomials in a cycle encoding:
(2.25) {xv1 , . . . , xvk−2 , x2vk−1 , xkvk} or {xv1 , . . . , xvk−2 , xvk−1 , xkvk}
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are relatively prime, the polynomials gi form a Gro¨bner basis for HG,C (see Theorem 3 and
Proposition 4 in [CLO07, Section 2]). That F is reduced follows from inspection of (1.1)
and (1.2). 
Remark 2.2.2. In particular, since reduced Gro¨bner bases (with respect to a fixed term
order) are unique, it follows that cycle encodings are canonical ways of generating cycle
ideals (and thus of representing cycles by Lemma 2.2.4).
Having explicit Gro¨bner bases for these ideals allows us to compute their Hilbert series
easily.
Corollary 2.2.3. The Hilbert series of K[xv1 , . . . , xvk ]/HG,C for a doubly covered cycle
or a directed cycle is equal to (respectively)
(1− t2)(1− tk)
(1− t)2 or
(1− tk)
(1− t) .
Proof. If ≺ is a graded term order, then the (affine) Hilbert function of an ideal and
of its ideal of leading terms are the same [CLO07, Chapter 9, §3]. The form of the Hilbert
series is now immediate from (2.25). 
The naming of these ideals is motivated by the following result; in words, it says that
the cycle C is encoded as a complete intersection by the ideal HG,C .
Lemma 2.2.4. The following hold for the ideal HG,C .
(1) HG,C is radical,
(2) |VK(HG,C)| = k if C is directed, and |VK(HG,C)| = 2k if C is doubly covered
undirected.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we suppose that vi = i for i = 1, . . . , k. Let ≺ be
any term order in which xk ≺ · · · ≺ x1. From Lemma 2.2.1, the set of gi form a Gro¨bner
basis for HG,C . It follows that the number of standard monomials of HG,C is 2k if C is
doubly covered undirected (resp. k if it is directed). Therefore by [HW08, Lemma 2.1], if
we can prove that |VK(HG,C)| ≥ k (resp. |VK(HG,C)| ≥ 2k), then both statements 1. and
2. follow.
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When C is directed, this follows easily from the form of (1.2), so we shall assume that
C is doubly covered undirected. We claim that the k cyclic permutations of the two points:
(ω, ω2, . . . , ωk), (ωk, ωk−1, . . . , ω)
are zeroes of gi, i = 1, . . . , k. Since cyclic permutation is multiplication by a power of ω, it
is clear that we need only verify this claim for the two points above. In the fist case, when
xi = ωi, we compute that for i = 1, . . . , k − 2:
(ω3 − ω)gi(ω, . . . , ωk) = (ω3 − ω)ωi + (ω2+i − ω2−i)ωk−1 + (ω1−i − ω3+i)ωk
= ω3+i − ω1+i + ω1+i+k − ω1−i+k + ω1−i+k − ω3+i+k
= 0,
since ωk = 1. In the second case, when xi = ω1−i, we again compute that for i = 1, . . . , k−2:
(ω3 − ω)gi(ωk, . . . , ω) = (ω3 − ω)ω1−i + (ω2+i − ω2−i)ω2 + (ω1−i − ω3+i)ω
= ω4−i − ω2−i + ω4+i − ω4−i + ω2−i − ω4+i
= 0.
Finally, it is obvious that the two points zero gk−1 and gk, and this completes the proof. 
Remark 2.2.5. Conversely, it is easy to see that points in VK(HG,C) correspond to
cycles of length k in G. That this variety contains k or 2k points corresponds to there being
k or 2k ways of writing down the cycle since we may cyclically permute it and also reverse
its orientation (if each arc in the path is bidirectional).
Before proving Theorem 1.0.8, we need to explain how the Hamiltonian ideal encodes
all Hamiltonian cycles of the graph G.
Lemma 2.2.6. Let G be a connected directed graph on n vertices. Then,
VK(HG) =
⋃
C
VK(HG,C),
where the union is over all Hamiltonian cycles C in G.
Proof. We only need to verify that points in VK(HG) correspond to cycles of length
n. Suppose there exists a Hamiltonian cycle in the graph G. Label vertex 1 in the cycle
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with the number x1 = ω0 = 1 and then successively label vertices along the cycle with one
higher power of ω. It is clear that these labels xi associated to vertices i zero all of the
equations generating HG.
Conversely, let v = (x1, . . . , xn) be a point in the variety VK(HG) associated to HG;
we claim that v encodes a Hamiltonian cycle. From the edge equations, each vertex must
be adjacent to one labeled with the next highest power of ω. Fixing a starting vertex i, it
follows that there is a cycle C labeled with (consecutively) increasing powers of ω. Since ω
is a primitive n-th root of unity, this cycle must have length n, and thus is Hamiltonian. We
prove that elements of VK(HG) are in n to 1 correspondence with Hamiltonian cycles of G.
Suppose C is a Hamiltonian cycle in G. Label vertex 1 in the cycle with the number x1 = ωi
for any i ∈ [n], and then successively label vertices along the cycle with one higher power of
ω. It is clear that these labels xi associated to vertices i zero all of the equations generating
HG. Conversely, let v = (x1, . . . , xn) be a point in the variety VK(HG) associated to HG; we
claim that each point (ωix1, . . . , ωixn), with i ∈ [n], encodes the same Hamiltonian cycle.
First v itself encodes a Hamiltonian cycle. From the edge equations, each vertex must be
adjacent to one labeled with the next highest power of ω. Fixing a starting vertex j, it
follows that there is a cycle C labeled with (consecutively) increasing powers of ω. Since ω
is a primitive n-th root of unity, this cycle must have length n, and thus is Hamiltonian.
That (ωix1, . . . , ωixn), with i ∈ [n] all encode the same cycle C follows from our arbitrary
choice of the starting vertex j. The proof of this lemma then follows from the n to 1
correspondence between VK(HG) and Hamiltonian cycles of G, together with the definition
of HG,C and Lemma 2.2.4. 
Proof of Theorem 1.0.8. Since HG contains a square-free univariate polynomial in
each indeterminate, it is radical (see for instance [HW08, Lemma 2.1]). It follows that
HG = I(VK(HG))
= I
(⋃
C
VK(HG,C)
)
=
⋂
C
I(VK(HG,C))
=
⋂
C
HG,C ,
(2.26)
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where the second equality comes from Lemma 2.2.6 and the last one from HG,C being a
radical ideal (Lemma 2.2.4). 
Theorem 1.0.8 immediately gives Corollary 1.0.9 which inherently provides an algorithm
to check whether a graph is uniquely Hamiltonian. We simply compute a unique reduced
Gro¨bner basis of HG and then check that it has the same form as that of an ideal HG,C .
Another approach is to count the number of standard monomials of any Gro¨bner basis
for HG and compare with n or 2n (since HG is radical). We remark, however, that it is
well-known that computing a Gro¨bner basis in general cannot be done in polynomial time
[Yap00, p. 400]. We close this section with a directed and an undirected example of
Theorem 1.0.8.
Example 2.2.7. Let G be the directed graph with vertex set V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and arcs
A = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5), (5, 1), (1, 3), (1, 4)}. Moreover, let ω be a primitive 5-th root
of unity. The ideal HG ⊂ K[x1, x2, x3, x4, x5] is generated by the polynomials
{x5i −1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ 5}∪{(ωx1−x2)(ωx1−x3)(ωx1−x4), ωx2−x3, ωx3−x4, ωx4−x5, ωx5−x1}.
A reduced Gro¨bner basis for HG with respect to the ordering x5 ≺ x4 ≺ x3 ≺ x2 ≺ x1 is
{x55 − 1, x4 − ω4x5, x3 − ω3x5, x2 − ω2x5, x1 − ωx5},
which is a generating set for HG,C with C = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5), (5, 1)}. 
Let G be an undirected graph with vertex set V and edge set E, and consider the
auxiliary directed graph G˜ with vertices V and arcs Arcs(G). Notice that G˜ is dou-
bly covered, and hence each of its cycles are doubly covered. We apply Theorem 1.0.8
to HG˜ to determine and count Hamiltonian cycles in G. In particular, the cycle C =
{v1, v2, . . . , vn} of G is Hamiltonian if and only if {(v1, v2), (v2, v3), . . . , (vn−1, vn), (vn, v1)}
and {(v2, v1), (v3, v2), . . . , (vn, vn−1), (v1, vn)} are Hamiltonian cycles of G˜.
Example 2.2.8. Let G be the undirected complete graph on the vertex set V = {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Let G˜ be the doubly covered graph with vertex set V and arcs Arcs(G). Notice that G˜ has
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twelve Hamiltonian cycles:
C1 ={(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 1)}, C2 ={(2, 1), (3, 2), (4, 3), (1, 4)},
C3 ={(1, 2), (2, 4), (4, 3), (3, 1)}, C4 ={(2, 1), (4, 2), (3, 4), (1, 3)},
C5 ={(1, 3), (3, 2), (2, 4), (4, 1)}, C6 ={(3, 1), (2, 3), (4, 2), (1, 4)},
C7 ={(1, 3), (3, 4), (4, 2), (2, 1)}, C8 ={(3, 1), (4, 3), (2, 4), (1, 2)},
C9 ={(1, 4), (4, 2), (2, 3), (3, 1)}, C10 ={(4, 1), (2, 4), (3, 2), (1, 3)},
C11 ={(1, 4), (4, 3), (3, 2), (2, 1)}, C12 ={(4, 1), (3, 4), (2, 3), (1, 2)}.
One can check in a symbolic algebra system such as SINGULAR or Macaulay 2 that the
ideal HG˜ is the intersection of the cycle ideals HG˜,Ci for i = 1, . . . , 12.
2.3. Automorphism Groups as Algebraic Varieties and their Convex
Approximations
In this section, we study the convex hull of automorphism groups of undirected simple
graphs. Recall that if G is a graph on n vertices, its automorphism group Aut(G) can
be represented by n × n permutation matrices, and this set of matrices is precisely the
variety of the ideal in Proposition 1.0.10. We also recall Aut(G) is precisely the integer
vertices of the polytope PG, so we are particularly interested in approximating the integer
hull IPG = conv(PG ∩ Zn×n) of PG. In the special case that G is an independent set on
n vertices, Aut(G) = Sn and PG is the polytope Bn (see Chapter 5 of [KKY84]). One
can therefore view PG as a generalization of the Birkhoff polytope to arbitrary graphs.
Unfortunately, the polytope PG is not always integral. For instance, PG is not integral
when G is the Petersen graph ([CG97]). Nevertheless, we prove quasi-integrality.
Proof of Proposition 1.0.11. We claim that there exists a 0/1 matrix A such that
PG is the set of points {x ∈ Rn×n : Ax = 1, x ≥ 0} (where 1 is the all 1s vector). By
the main theorem of Trubin [Tru69] and independently [BP72], polytopes given by such
systems are quasi-integral (see also Theorem 7.2 in Chapter 4 of [KKY84]). Therefore,
we need to rewrite the defining equations presented in Proposition 1.0.10 to fit this desired
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shape. Fix indices 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and consider the row of PG defined by the equation
∑
r∈δ(j)
Pir −
∑
k∈δ(i)
Pkj = 0.
Here δ(i) denotes those vertices j which are connected to i. Adding the equation
∑n
r=1 Prj =
1 to both sides of this expression yields
(2.27)
∑
r∈δ(j)
Pir +
∑
k/∈δ(i)
Pkj = 1.
We can therefore replace the original n2 equations defining PG by (2.27) over all 1 ≤
i, j ≤ n. The result now follows provided that no summand in each of these equations
repeats. However, this is clear since if summands Pkj and Pir are the same, then r = j,
which is impossible since r ∈ δ(j). 
We would still like to find a tighter description of IPG in terms of inequalities. For this
purpose, recall the radical polynomial ideal IG in Proposition 1.0.10 and its real variety
VR(IG). In this section we focus on finding graphs G such that IG is 1-exact; we shall
call such graphs exact in what follows. The key to finding exact graphs is the following
combinatorial-geometric characterization.
Theorem 2.3.1. [GPT10] Let VR(I) ⊂ Rn be a finite real variety. Then VR(I) is exact
if and only if there is a finite linear inequality description of conv(VR(I)) such that for every
inequality g(x) ≥ 0, there is a hyperplane g(x) = α such that every point in VR(I) lies either
on the hyperplane g(x) = 0 or the hyperplane g(x) = α.
A result of Sullivant (see Theorem 2.4 in [Sul06]) directly implies that when the poly-
tope P = conv(VR(I)) is lattice isomorphic to an integral polytope of the form [0, 1]n ∩ L
where L is an affine subspace, then P satisfies the condition of Theorem 2.3.1. From this,
we can prove Theorem 1.0.15, which genearlizes the work of Tinhofer [Tin86].
Proof of Theorem 1.0.15. If G is compact, then the integer hull of PG is precisely
the affine space
{P ∈ Rn×n : PAG = AGP,
n∑
i=1
Pij =
n∑
j=1
Pij = 1, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n}
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intersected with the cube [0, 1]n×n. That G is exact follows from Theorem 2.4 of [Sul06].
We now prove Statement 2. If Gi 6∼= Gj for some pair (i, j), then G was shown to be
non-compact by Tinhofer (see [Tin86, Lemma 2]). Nevertheless, G is exact. We prove this
for m = 2, and the result will follow by induction. We claim that if G = G1 unionsq G2 with
G1 6∼= G2, then the integer hull IPG is the solution set to the following system (which we
denote by I˜PG):
(PAG −AGP )i,j = 0 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,
n∑
i=1
Pi,j = 1 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
n∑
j=1
Pi,j = 1 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
n1∑
i=1
n1+n2∑
j=n1+1
Pi,j = 0,
0 ≤ Pi,j ≤ 1,
where ni = |V (Gi)| with n1 ≤ n2. Statement 2 then follows again from Theorem 2.4 of
[Sul06].
We now prove the claim. Let AGi be the adjacency matrix of Gi. Index the adjacency
matrix of G = G1 unionsq G2 so that the first n1 rows (and hence first n1 columns) index the
vertices of G1. Any feasible P of PG can be written as a block matrix
P =
AP BP
CP DP
 ,
in which AP is n1 × n1. Since G1 and G2 are not isomorphic, the only integer vertices of
PG are of the form
P1 0
0 P2
 where Pi is an automorphism of Gi.
Now let P be any non-integer vertex of PG. We claim that the row sums of BP must be
1. This will establish that IPG is described by the system I˜PG. To see this, observe that if
Q is any point in PG not in IPG, it is a convex combination of points in PG, one of which
(say P ) is non-integer. If the row sums of BP are 1, then Q violates the system I˜PG.
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We now prove that if P is a non-integer vertex of PG, then the row sums of BP must
be 1. Since P commutes with the adjacency matrix AG of G, we must have
APAG1 = AG1AP , BPAG2 = AG1BP , CPAG2 = AG1CP , DPAG2 = AG2DP .
Let {b1, . . . , bn2} be the column sums of BP . We shall calculate the sum of the entries
in each column of BPAG2 = AG1BP in two ways. First, consider AG1BP . Since G1 is
k-regular, each entry of the i-th column of BP will contribute exactly k times to the sum
of the entries of the i-th column of AG1BP . Thus, the sum of the entries of the i-th column
of AG1BP is kbi.
Second, consider BPAG2 . The sum of the entries in its i-th column is the sum of the
entries of the columns of BP indexed by the neighbors of i in G2. Thus, the sum of the
entries in the i-th column of BPAG2 is
∑
l∈δG2 (i) bl. It follows that kbi =
∑
l∈δG2 (i) bl for
each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. This equality can be written concisely as:
(
kIn2×n2 −AG2
)
b1
...
bn2
 = 0.
The matrix kIn2×n2 − AG2 is the Laplacian of G2. It is well known that the kernel of the
Laplacian of a connected graph is one dimensional (see [CG97], Lemma 13.1.1). Since G2
is regular, the kernel contains the all ones vector. It follows that b1 = · · · = bn2 . By a
similar argument, the row sums of CP are all the same. Since all row sums and column
sums of P are 1, and the row sums and column sums of AG1 are the same, it follows that
the row sums of BP are equal and are the same as the column sums of CP .
Now assume for contradiction that the row sums of BP are not 1. If the row sums are
0, then BP and CP would be 0 matrices. Since G1 and G2 are compact this would imply
AP and DP are permutation matrices, contradicting that P is not integral. Thus the sum
of each row of BP is λ with 0 < λ < 1. This implies the sum of the rows of AP is 1 − λ
and that 11−λAP is a feasible solution to PG1 . By compactness of G1, the matrix
1
1−λAP is
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a convex combination
∑k
i=1 µkQk of permutations Qk of G1. This implies that
P =
k∑
i=1
µi
(1− λ)Qk BP
CP DP
 ,
which is a convex combination of feasible solutions to PG, contradicting P being a vertex.
It follows that the row sums of BP must be 1. 
Exact graphs are then more abundant than compact graphs and the convex hull of
automorphisms of an exact graph has a description in terms of semidefinite programming.
It is thus desirable to find nice classes of graphs that are exact. Notice that being exact
here is really a property of the set of permutation matrices representing an automorphism
group. This motivates the study of general subgroups of n × n permutation matrices and
their behavior with respect to the theta body hierarchy. This along with understanding the
convex geometry of the convex hull of such subgroups is the focus of Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3
The Convex Geometry of Permutation Polytopes
3.1. Preliminaries
We begin this chapter with some preliminaries that will be necessary in order to further
understand the geometry of permutation polytopes. First, we quickly introduce a lemma
that allows us to compute the Ehrhart polynomial of an integer polytope P ⊂ Rn that is
unimodular in aff(P ) ∩ Zn. This will be useful in proving Theorem 1.0.18.
Lemma 3.1.1. (See Theorem 9.3.25 in [DLRS10]) Let P ⊂ Rn be a lattice polytope.
Assume that P has a Z-unimodular triangulation with fk faces of dimension k. Then the
Ehrhart polynomial of P is
i(P, t) =
n∑
k=0
(
t− 1
k
)
fk.
In order to employ Lemma 3.1.1, we need to shift our focus to determining unimodular
triangulations. We do this by using Gale duality, which we now introduce. In what follows,
let P ⊂ Rn be a polytope with r vertices V = {v1, v2, . . . , vr} that lie on a common subspace
and let d = dim(P ). Let V ∈ Rn×r be the matrix given by
(
v1 v2 · · · vr
)
.(3.1)
Let G ∈ R(r−d−1)×r be a matrix whose rows form a basis for the space of linear dependences
of the columns of (3.1). The Gale dual of P is the vector configuration {v1, v2, . . . , vr} con-
sisting of the columns of G. Note that G is unique up to linear coordinate transformations.
The relationship between triangulations of a polytope and the structure of its Gale dual
hinges on the chamber complex of G. Denote by ΣG the set of cones generated by all bases
of G, that is, all subsets of {v1, v2, . . . , vr} that form bases for the column space of G. If
σ ∈ ΣG , let ∂σ denote its boundary, and let ∂ΣG be the union of the boundaries of all cones
σ ∈ ΣG . The complement of ∂ΣG inside the cone generated by {v1, v2, . . . , vr} consists of
open convex cones. The closure of such an open convex cone is called a chamber, and the
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chamber complex of G is the collection of all these chambers. The chamber complex of G
and its relationship to triangulations of P is encapsulated in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1.2. (See Theorem 5.4.5, Theorem 5.4.7, and Theorem 5.4.9 in [DLRS10])
Let P ⊂ Rn be a d-dimensional polytope with vertex set V = {v1, v2, . . . , vr} and Gale dual
{v1, v2, . . . , vr}. Let τ be a chamber of the chamber complex of G. Then
∆ =
⋃
conv(V \{vj1 , vj2 , . . . , vjr−d−1}),
taken over all {vj1 , vj2 , . . . , vjr−d−1} such that τ ⊆ conv{vj1 , vj2 , . . . , vjr−d−1} is a full-
dimensional cone in the Gale dual, is a regular triangulation of P . Moreover, all regular
triangulations of P arise in this way from some chamber τ .
Unfortunately, the aforementioned triangulations given by the Gale dual may not be
Z- nor P -unimodular, so we still need methods to determine if a given polytope P has a
Z-unimodular or P -unimodular triangulation. One way to do this is through the use of
Gro¨bner bases of toric ideals. Though this can be addressed in a more general setting, we
will restrict ourselves to permutation polytopes arising from subgroups of a particular Sn.
Let G = {g1, g2, . . . , gk} be elements of such a subgroup, and as usual consider gi as an
n×n permutation matrix for each i. Let C[x] = C[xg1 , xg2 , . . . , xgk ] be the polynomial ring
in k indeterminates indexed by the elements of G and let C[t] := C[t`m : 1 ≤ `,m ≤ n].
The algebra homomorphism induced by the map
pˆiG : C[x]→ C[t], pˆiG(xgi) =
∏
1≤`,m≤n
t
(gi)`m
`m , 1 ≤ i ≤ k
has as its kernel the ideal IG. Given a monomial order ≺ on C[x], the ideal IG can determine
a P (G)-unimodular triangulation of P (G). Moreover, this triangulation is always regular.
See [DLRS10, Stu96] for more on regular triangulations.
Lemma 3.1.3. (See Corollary 8.9 in [Stu96] and Theorem 9.4.5 in [DLRS10]) Let
in≺(IG) be the initial ideal of IG with respect to the term order ≺. The support vectors of
the generators of the radical of in≺(IG) are the minimal non-faces of a regular triangulation
of P (G). Moreover, in≺(IG) is square-free if and only if the corresponding triangulation
∆≺ of P (G) is P (G)-unimodular.
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By Lemma 3.1.3 and the theory of Gro¨bner bases, P (G) will have a P (G)-unimodular
triangulation if there is a term order ≺ on C[x] such that the Gro¨bner basis of IG is generated
by polynomials whose initial terms are square-free. This will be exploited in Section 3.3.
For more on the relationship between toric ideals, Gro¨bner bases, and triangulations, see
[Stu96].
Gale duality is also useful for determining whether a groupG ≤ Sn is exact, as illustrated
in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1.4. Let P (G) ⊆ Rn×n be a permutation polytope with vertex set {v1, v2, . . . , vr}
and Gale dual {v1, v2, . . . , vr}. Then G is TH1-exact if and only if for every J ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , r}
such that conv{vj | j ∈ J} is a facet of P (G),
∑
j /∈J vj = 0.
Proof. Throughout this proof, we use the equivalence of TH1-exactness with the prop-
erty of P (G) being two-level, which was proved in Lemma 2.3.1. Let J ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , r} such
that conv{vj | j ∈ J} is a facet of P (G) with the defining inequality c · x− α ≥ 0 valid on
P (G). Then
0 = (c,−α)
v1 v2 · · · vr
1 1 · · · 1


v1
v2
...
vr

= (c · v1 − α, c · v2 − α, · · · , c · vr − α)

v1
v2
...
vr

.
Since G is exact, c ·vj−α can take at most two values. By construction, one of these values
is zero. If the other value is β, then c · vj −α = β if and only if j /∈ J . Thus
∑
j /∈J βvj = 0,
which implies that
∑
j /∈J vj = 0 since β 6= 0.
For the converse, suppose that
∑
j /∈J vj = 0 for every J such that conv{vj | j ∈ J} is a
facet. Fix such a J and assume that the facet inequality of P (G) defining it is c ·x−α ≥ 0.
Then, as we have done above,
0 =
∑
j /∈J
(c · vj − α)vj =
∑
j /∈J
(c · vj)vj − α
∑
j /∈J
vj =
∑
j /∈J
(c · vj)vj .
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Suppose that there are at least two distinct values among {c · vj | j /∈ J} and that γ is the
least value. Then
0 =
∑
j /∈J
(c · vj − γ)vj
yields a positive dependence relation on {vj | j /∈ J} that does not use all the elements in the
set. This contradicts the assumption that J induces a facet of P (G). Thus {c · vj | j /∈ J}
has only one element, and hence G is exact. 
Note that in particular if P (G) is TH1-exact, then it contains a P (G)-unimodular
triangulation. Moreover, as we will see, all simplices in this triangulation have the same
volume.
3.2. Cyclic and Dihedral Groups
We dedicate this section to the proof of Theorem 1.0.18. We begin with the following
lemma, which determines the Ehrhart polynomial of P (Cn) and proves part (1) of Theo-
rem 1.0.18.
Lemma 3.2.1. The Ehrhart polynomial of P (Cn) is i(P (Cn), t) =
(
t+n−1
n−1
)
.
Proof. Let t be a positive integer and let φ : tP (Cn) → t∆n be the affine map given
by φ(X) = [X1,1, X1,2, · · · X1,n]T . Here, ∆n is the standard (n− 1)-simplex conv{ei | 1 ≤
i ≤ n} ⊆ Rn. Note that φ is a well-defined map since the sum of the first row of any matrix
in tP (Cn) is t. We claim that φ induces a bijection between the sets tP (Cn) ∩ Zn×n and
t∆n ∩ Zn×n. If X ∈ tP (Cn) is an integer matrix, then its first row contains integer entries
whose sum is t, so φ(X) is indeed an integer point in t∆n. It suffices to show that every
integer point in t∆n has a unique integral pre-image. Let [X1,1, X1,2, · · ·X1,n]T ∈ t∆n∩Zn.
Then φ(X1,1 ·e+X1,2 ·g+· · ·+X1,n ·gn−1) = [X1,1, X1,2, · · ·X1,n]T , so [X1,1, X1,2, · · ·X1,n]T
has an integral pre-image. Moreover, this pre-image is unique, since gi is the only vertex of
tP (Cn) whose (1, i+1)-entry is non-zero. Thus φ induces a bijection between tP (Cn)∩Zn×n
and t∆n ∩ Zn×n, and the result follows since i(∆n, t) =
(
t+n−1
n−1
)
. The fact that the volume
of P (Cn) is 1(n−1)! follows because the first coefficient of i(P (Cn), t) is
1
(n−1)! and ∆n is
Z-unimodular. 
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We now investigate the polytopes P (Dn) and their Ehrhart polynomials. Recall the
following lemma concerning the dimension of P (Dn).
Lemma 3.2.2. (See Theorem 4.1 of [Ste99]) The dimension of the polytope P (Dn) is
2n− 2 if n is odd and 2n− 3 if n is even.
Lemma 3.2.2 indicates that Gale duality is very useful for determining the Ehrhart
polynomial of P (Dn), since the Gale dual lies in a space of dimension |Dn|−dim(P (Dn))−1,
which is one if n is odd and two if n is even.
Lemma 3.2.3. If n is odd, the Gale dual of P (Dn) is a vector configuration in R con-
sisting of n copies of each of the vectors ±1. If n is even, n = 2m, the Gale dual of
P (Dn) is the vector configuration in R2 consisting of m copies of each of the four vectors
[±1, 0]T , [0,±1]T .
Proof. Throughout this proof, let G be the matrix whose columns form the Gale dual
of P (Dn) with its columns indexed by {e, r, r2, . . . , rn−1, f, fr, fr2, . . . , frn−1} in that order.
The following linear relation holds for Dn:
e+ r + r2 + . . .+ rn−1 = f + fr + fr2 + . . .+ frn−1 = Jn×n,(3.2)
where Jn×n is the n × n matrix whose entries are all one. When n is odd, Lemma 3.2.2
implies that P (Dn) is 2n − 2 dimensional, so the Gale dual of P (Dn) is one dimensional.
Thus, Equation (3.2) implies that
G =
(
1 1 · · · 1 − 1 − 1 · · · − 1
)
,
with n copies of 1 and n copies of −1. When n is even, n = 2m, Lemma 3.2.2 implies that
P (Dn) is 2n − 3 dimensional, so the Gale dual of P (Dn) is two dimensional. We observe
that the relation
m−1∑
j=0
r2j+1 =
m−1∑
j=0
fr2j(3.3)
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holds for Dn when n is even. The linear relations (3.2)-(3.3) and (3.3) are linearly indepen-
dent, so we deduce that
G =
1 0 . . . 0 0 −1 . . . −1
0 1 . . . 1 −1 0 . . . 0
 .
We conclude that the Gale dual is the vector configuration in R2 consisting of n copies of
each of the four vectors [±1, 0]T , [0,±1]T . 
We now compute the Ehrhart polynomial of P (Dn). The symmetry in its Gale dual
shows that the number of faces of a given dimension in any regular triangulation of P (Dn)
is the same. Note that this in principle completely describes the secondary polytope of
P (Dn). Thus, if we find any Z-unimodular triangulation of P (Dn) and compute the number
of faces of each dimension in any other regular triangulation of it, we can recover its Ehrhart
polynomial via Lemma 3.1.1. We begin by finding a P (Dn)-unimodular triangulation.
Proposition 3.2.4. The polytope P (Dn) has a P (Dn)-unimodular regular triangulation.
Proof. Let G be the graph with vertices {1, 2, . . . , n} and edges i, i + 1 for each i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , n}. Let AG be the adjacency matrix of G. Consider the polytope
PG =
X ∈ [0, 1]n×n : AGX = XAG,
n∑
j=1
Xij = 1 ∀i,
n∑
i=1
Xij = 1 ∀j
 .
The integer points of PG are permutations commuting with AG, so they are precisely the
automorphisms of G. Since the automorphism group of G is Dn and PG is integral (see
Theorem 2 of [Tin86]), this implies that PG = P (Dn). But by Theorem 1.0.15, this implies
the vertex set of PG is exact, which by Theorem 2.4 of [Sul06] and Theorem 4.2 of [GPT10]
implies that every reverse lexicographic triangulation of P (Dn) is P (Dn)-unimodular. Since
reverse lexicographic triangulations are regular, the result follows. 
In order to establish that P (Dn) is Z-unimodular, we prove that the index of the lattice
generated by its vertices in the lattice aff(P (Dn)) ∩ Zn×n is one.
Proposition 3.2.5. The index of the lattice generated by the vertices of P (Dn) has
index one in the lattice aff(Dn) ∩ Zn×n.
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Proof. First, consider when n is odd. For simplicity, let Dn consist of the matrices
v1, v2, . . . , v2n, where v2i+1 = ri and v2i+2 is the unique flip in Dn fixing i+1, 0 ≤ i ≤ n−1.
It suffices to prove that if X ∈ Zn×n and X is an R-linear combination of the matrices
{v2n − v1, v2n−1 − v1, . . . , v2 − v1}, then X is a Z-linear combination of these matrices.
Assume then that X =
∑2n
j=2 αj(v1 − vj) =
(∑2n
j=2 αj
)
v1 −
∑2n
j=2 αjvj , with αj ∈ R. Let
α ∈ [0, 1) such that ∑2nj=2 αj + α ∈ Z. Since e and v2i+2 are the only elements of Dn
with the (i + 1, i + 1)-entry in their support, and since X has integer entries, we conclude
that α2i+2 − α ∈ Z for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Moreover, for any i, there is a unique flip with
the (1, i + 1)-entry in its support. Since ri is the only rotation with the (1, i + 1)-entry
in its support, and again since X has integer entries, we deduce that α2i+1 + α ∈ Z for
all 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Now recall from Equation (3.2) in the proof of Lemma 3.2.3 that∑n−1
i=0 v2i+1 −
∑n−1
i=0 v2i+2 = 0, so we have that
X =
 2n∑
j=2
αj
 v1 − 2n∑
j=2
αjvj − α
(
n−1∑
i=0
v2i+1 −
n−1∑
i=0
v2i+2
)
=
n−1∑
i=1
(α2i+1 + α)(v1 − v2i+1) +
n−1∑
i=0
(α2i+2 − α)(v1 − v2i+2),
and hence X is a Z-linear combination of {v2n − v1, v2n−1 − v1, . . . , v2 − v1}.
Now consider when n is even, n = 2m. We let Dn consist of the 4m vectors
{u1, u2, . . . , u2m}, {v1, v2, . . . , v2m}, where u2i+1 = r2i, v2i+1 = r2i+1, u2i+2 is the unique flip
supported on the (1, 2i+ 1)-entry, and v2i+1 is the unique flip supported on the (1, n+ 2i)-
entry, entries taken mod i and 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1. Suppose that X is an R-linear combination
of the form
X =
2m∑
i=2
αi(u1 − ui) +
2m∑
i=1
βi(u1 − vi) =
(
2m∑
i=2
αi +
2m∑
i=1
βi
)
u1 −
2m∑
i=2
αiui −
2m∑
i=1
βivi.
Let α ∈ [0, 1) such that ∑2mi=2 αi + ∑2mi=1 βi − α ∈ Z. Notice that u1 = e. Since e and
u2i+2 are the only elements of Dn with the (i, i)-entry in their support and X has integer
entries, we conclude that α2i2 − α ∈ Z for all 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1. Moreover, u2i+1 and u2i+2
are the only elements with the (1, 2i + 1)-entry in their support, so α2i+1 + α ∈ Z for all
0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1. Similarly, if β ∈ [0, 1) such that β1 + β ∈ Z, then β2i+1 + β, β2i+2 − β ∈ Z
for all 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1. Now from Equation (3.2)-Equation (3.3) and Equation (3.3) in the
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proof of Lemma 3.2.3, we have that
m−1∑
i=0
u2i+1 =
m−1∑
i=0
u2i+2,
m−1∑
i=0
v2i+1 =
m−1∑
i=0
v2i+2.
We conclude then that
X =
(
2m∑
i=2
αi +
2m∑
i=1
βi
)
u1 −
2m∑
i=2
αiui −
2m∑
i=1
βivi − α
(
m−1∑
i=0
u2i+1 −
m−1∑
i=0
u2i+2
)
− β
(
m−1∑
i=0
v2i+1 −
m−1∑
i=0
v2i+2
)
=
m−1∑
i=1
(α2i+1 + α)(u1 − u2i+1) +
m−1∑
i=0
(α2i+2 − α)(u1 − u2i+2)
+
m−1∑
i=0
(β2i+1 + β)(u1 − v2i+1) +
m−1∑
i=0
(β2i+2 − β)(u1 − v2i+2),
which is a Z-linear combination of the required vectors. 
We now determine the number of faces of each dimension in a particular triangulation
of P (Dn). This together with Lemma 3.1.1, Proposition 3.2.4, and Proposition 3.2.5 proves
parts (2) and (3) of Theorem 1.0.18.
Proof of Theorem 1.0.18. First, consider when n is odd. By Lemma 3.2.3, the
Gale dual of P (Dn) consists of the vectors {e(1)1 , e(2)1 , . . . , e(n)1 ,−e(1)1 ,−e(2)1 , . . . ,−e(n)1 } where
the e(i)1 ,−e(i)1 are copies of the vectors e1,−e1 in R respectively, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The set
consisting of the vector e1 is the only extreme ray in one chamber in the Gale dual,
so by Lemma 3.1.2, P (Dn) has a triangulation ∆ with maximal dimensional simplices{
conv{G\{ri}}| 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. The number of (k + 1)-element subsets of G is ( 2nk+1). By
Lemma 3.1.2, of these subsets, the ones that are not simplices in ∆ are those that contain
all of {e, r, r2, . . . , rn−1}. There are precisely ( 2n−nk+1−n) such subsets, so we conclude that the
number of k-dimensional faces fk in ∆ is
fk =
(
2n
k + 1
)
−
(
n
k + 1− n
)
.
By the symmetry in the Gale dual, this is also the number of k-dimensional faces in
a reverse lexicographic triangulation of P (Dn), which is P (Dn)-unimodular by Proposi-
tion 3.2.4 and hence Z-unimodular by Propostion 3.2.5. The Ehrhart polynomial follows
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from Lemma 3.1.1. Moreover, we see that f2n−2 =
(
2n
2n−1
) − ( nn−1) = n, so the volume of
P (Dn) is n(2n−2)! .
Now consider P (Dn) when n is even, n = 2m. By Lemma 3.2.3, the Gale dual of P (Dn)
consists of the copies {e(i)1 , e(i)2 ,−e(i)1 ,−e(i)2 | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} of e1, e2,−e1,−e2 respectively in
R2. Consider the chamber of the Gale dual whose extreme rays are the vectors {e1, e2}.
By Lemma 3.1.2, this chamber gives the regular triangulation ∆ of P (Dn) whose maxi-
mal dimensional simplices are
{
conv{G\{r2i−1, r2j}}| 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n}. By a similar counting
argument as in the odd case, we conclude that
fk =
(
2n
k + 1
)
−
(
2
1
)(
2n−m
k + 1−m
)
+
(
2n− 2m
k + 1− 2m
)
.
Again, since Lemma 3.1.1 implies that P (Dn) has a P (Dn)-unimodular triangulation and
hence by Proposition 3.2.4 a Z-unimodular triangulation with the same face numbers, the
Ehrhart polynomial follows by Lemma 3.1.1. Lastly, we see that the volume of P (Dn) when
n is even is f2n−3, which is
1
(2n− 3)!
((
2n
2n− 2
)
− 2
(
2n−m
2n−m− 2
)
+
(
2n−m
2n− 2m− 2
))
=
n2
4 · (2n− 3)! .

Remark. One can further show from the proof of Theorem 1.0.18 that all simplices in the
given triangulations have the same volume.
Example 3.2.6. We use Theorem 1.0.18 to determine the Ehrhart polynomials and
volumes of P (D4) and P (D5). First, we have that i(P (D4), t) is
8
(
t− 1
0
)
+ 26
(
t− 1
1
)
+ 44
(
t− 1
2
)
+ 41
(
t− 1
3
)
+ 20
(
t− 1
4
)
+ 4
(
t− 1
5
)
,
which is precisely the polynomial
1
30
t5 +
1
3
t4 +
4
3
t3 +
8
3
t2 +
79
30
t+ 1.
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The volume of P (D4) is therefore 130 . Similarly, we have that i(P (D5), t) is
10
(
t− 1
0
)
+ 45
(
t− 1
1
)
+ 120
(
t− 1
2
)
+ 210
(
t− 1
3
)
+ 251
(
t− 1
4
)
+
205
(
t− 1
5
)
+ 110
(
t− 1
6
)
+ 35
(
t− 1
7
)
+ 5
(
t− 1
8
)
,
which is precisely the polynomial
1
8064
t8 +
5
2016
t7 +
5
192
t6 +
25
144
t5 +
95
128
t4 +
575
288
t3 +
6515
2016
t2 +
475
168
t+ 1.
The volume of P (D5) is therefore 18064 .
3.3. Frobenius Groups
In this section, we discuss triangulations and normalized volumes of Frobenius polytopes,
leading to a proof of Theorem 1.0.19. We also establish that all Frobenius groups are exact,
hence proving Proposition 1.0.20. For the remainder of this section, we assume that G ≤ Sn
is a Frobenius group. We let N = {u1, u2, . . . , un} be its Frobenius kernel (n = |N |), and
we let H = {v1, v2, . . . , vh} be its Frobenius complement (h = |H|). We assume throughout
that H is the set of coset representatives for N in G. We let G denote the matrix whose
columns form the Gale dual of P (G). Recall that G = NH and H ∩ N = {e}, and so G
consists of the nh matrices
u1v1, u2v1, . . . , unv1, u1v2, u2v2, . . . , unv2, . . . , u1vh, u2vh, . . . , unvh
and we index the columns of G by G in this order. The following lemmas are proven in
[CP10].
Lemma 3.3.1. (See Proposition 4.2 in [CP10]) If G ≤ Sn is Frobenius, then
∑n
i=1 uivj =
Jn×n for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ h, where Jn×n is the n× n matrix of all 1s.
Lemma 3.3.2. (See Corollary 4.5 in [CP10]) If G ≤ Sn is Frobenius, the dimension of
P (G) is |G| − |H|.
Lemma 3.3.1 gives us the |H|−1 linearly independent relations ∑ni=1 uiv1 = ∑ni=1 uivj ,
2 ≤ j ≤ h. The dimension formula in Lemma 3.3.2 tells us that the |H| − 1 relations
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in Lemma 3.3.1 actually form a basis for the space of linear dependences of G. As a
consequence, we get the Gale dual of P (G).
Proposition 3.3.3. The Gale dual of P (G) consists of n copies {1(1),1(2), . . . ,1(n)}
of the all-ones vector 1 in Rh−1, and n copies {−e(1)i ,−e(2)i , . . . ,−e(n)i } in Rh−1 of −ei for
1 ≤ i ≤ h − 1, where ei is the ith standard basis vector. In particular, the uivj column of
the matrix G is the vector 1 if j = 1, and −ej−1 otherwise.
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 3.3.1 and Lemma 3.3.2. 
Now consider the chamber in the Gale dual whose extreme rays are −e1,−e2,. . .,−eh−1.
From Lemma 3.1.2, P (G) has a corresponding regular triangulation ∆ whose maximal
dimensional simplices are
∆ =
{
conv
{
G\{ui1v2, ui2v3, . . . , uih−1vh}
} | 1 ≤ ij ≤ n}(3.4)
Furthermore, from the structure of the Gale dual as given by Proposition 3.3.3, all
triangulations of P (G) have the same number of k-dimensional faces for any k. Thus, if we
can determine a P (G)-unimodular triangulation of P (G) and count the number of faces of
dimension k for each k in the triangulation ∆, we can prove Theorem 1.0.19. We proceed
by showing that P (G) has a P (G)-unimodular triangulation and then by determining the
number of faces of given dimensions in ∆.
Proposition 3.3.4. If G is Frobenius then G has a P (G)-unimodular triangulation.
Proof. Our proof appeals to toric algebra. Let A ∈ Rn2×|G| be the matrix whose
columns are the elements of G written as n2-dimensional column vectors by reading rows
left to right and top to bottom. We index the columns of A by the elements of G as in
G. The toric ideal IG ⊆ C[x] = C[xurvs : 1 ≤ r ≤ n, 1 ≤ s ≤ h] is the kernel of the
homomorphism
pˆi : C[x]→ C[t], pˆi(xurvs) =
∏
1≤`,m≤n
t
(urvs)`m
`m ,
and by Lemma 4.1 of [Stu96], IG = 〈xu− xv | A(u− v) = 0, u, v ∈ Z|G|〉. By Lemma 3.3.1
and Lemma 3.3.2, ker(A) has the basis {b1, b2, . . . , bk} where bi = eu1 + eu2 + · · · + eun −
eu1vi−eu2vi−· · ·−eunvi for each i. Now if u−v ∈ ker(A) is integral, then u−v =
∑h
i=1 λibi,
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where λi ∈ Q for each i. In fact, λi ∈ Z for each i since the u`vi component of u − v is
±λi. We conclude by Corollary 4.4 of [Stu96] that IG = 〈xH1 − xH` : 2 ≤ ` ≤ h〉 where
xH` =
∏n
i=1 xuiv` for each `.
In fact, {xH1 − xH` : 2 ≤ ` ≤ h} is a Gro¨bner basis for IG with respect to the reverse
lexicographic order ≺; here, ur1vs1 comes lexicographically before ur2vs2 if and only if
r1 ≤ r2, s1 ≤ s2. To see this, we use Buchberger’s algorithm. For an introduction to this
algorithm and details of terms to follow, see [CLO07]. Consider any pair of polynomials
fr = xH1−xHr , fs = xH1−xHs in our generating set for IG. With respect to ≺, we compute
the S-pair S(fr, fs) and see that
S(fr, fs) =
xHrxHs
−xHr
(xH1 − xHr)−
xHrxHs
−xHs
(xH1 − xHs) = xH1xHr − xH1xHs .
Now since xH1xHr−xH1xHs = xH1(xH1−xHs)−xH1(xH1−xHr), we see that S(fr, fs)
frfs =
0. Since r, s were arbitrary, Buchberger’s algorithm concludes that {xH1 − xH` : 2 ≤ ` ≤ h}
is a Gro¨bner basis for IG. By Lemma 3.1.3, we conclude that P (G) has a P (G)-unimodular
triangulation. 
We note here that unlike cyclic and dihedral groups, it is not always the case that
Frobenius groups have Z-unimodular triangulations, so with these methods we except to
only uncover the normalized volume of these polytopes.
Example 3.3.5. Consider the group A4 ≤ S4 (see introduction for definition). This
group is Frobenius with Frobenius kernel N = 〈(12)(34), (13)(24)〉 and Frobenius complement
H = 〈(123)〉. According to Theorem 1.0.19, if P (A4) was Z-unimodular then its volume
would be 122680 , however from the table in A, the volume is
1
5670 .
If our methods are to be used for Frobenius groups that are not Z-unimodular, one
needs to determine the index of the lattice generated by the vertices inside the lattice Zn to
determine volume of the simplices in the P (G)-unimodular triangulation. This is enough
to recover the volume because the volumes of the individual simplices are the same; this is
immediate from the symmetry in the Gale dual. We comment here that from communication
with Raman Sanyal and Bernd Strumfels, one can also determine the volume of P (G)-
unimodular groups in general if one can determine the edge lengths of all edges eminating
from a fixed vertex. We now proceed to proving Theorem 1.0.19.
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Proof of Theorem 1.0.19. By Proposition 3.3.4, P (G) has a P (G)-unimodular tri-
angulation, and by Proposition 3.3.3 and Lemma 3.1.2, all triangulations of P (G) have the
same face numbers. Thus it suffices to determine the number of top dimensional faces in
the triangulation ∆ in (3.4) and apply Lemma 3.1.1. We more generally determine the
number of k-dimensional faces fk for each k. Any k-simplex in ∆ must be a subset of
some maximal dimensional simplex of ∆, and by Lemma 3.1.2, all maximal dimensional
simplices in ∆ do not contain {u1vi, u2vi, . . . , unvi} as a subset for any i ≥ 2. Conversely,
if a (k + 1)-element subset of G does not contain {u1vi, u2vi, . . . , unvi} as a subset for any
i ≥ 2, then there exists mi for each i ≥ 2 such that umivi is not in the given subset, and this
(k + 1)-element subset is therefore a k-simplex that is a face of the maximal dimensional
simplex conv{G\{um1v2, um2v3, . . . , umh−1vh}}. We conclude that a (k + 1)-element subset
of G is a k-simplex in ∆ if and only if it does not contain {u1vi, u2vi, . . . , unvi} as a subset
for any i ≥ 2. Thus, to determine fk, we need to count the number of (k + 1)-element
subsets of G that do not contain {u1vi, u2vi, . . . , unvi} as a subset for any i ≥ 2.
Let us call a subset of the form {u1vi, u2vi, . . . , unvi} a complete copy. There are
((h+1)n
k+1
)
(k+1)-element subsets of G, and the number of such subsets that contain ` complete copies
as subsets is
(
hn−`n
k+1−`n
)(
h−1
`
)
. Thus by inclusion-exclusion,
fk =
∑
`≥0
(
(h− `)n
k + 1− `n
)(
h− 1
`
)
(−1)`.
Since each maximal dimensional simplex in ∆ has volume 1dim(P (G))! , the result follows. 
We now establish that Frobenius groups are two-level, hence proving Proposition 1.0.20.
In the special case of Frobenius groups, we can immediately read off the list of all vertices
contained in all facets of P (G), however this list was determined in [CP10] by other means.
Lemma 3.3.6. (See Corollary 4.5 in [CP10]) The complement of any set of |H| elements
of G, one chosen from each of the cosets of N , forms the set of vertices of a facet of P (G).
All facets of P (G) arise this way.
We note that a description of these facets is not immediate, nor is it immediate that
there is an efficient way to list them, so we still have interest in the semidefinite descriptions
given by the theta body hierarchy. In this light, we now prove Proposition 1.0.20.
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Proof of Proposition 1.0.20. Let J ⊆ G be the set of vertices of a facet of G.
Choose H to be the set of coset representatives of N . By Lemma 3.3.6, J is G without
{ui, uiv1, uiv2, . . . , uivh} for some fixed i. Now let 1 be the all ones vector in Rh−1 and let
ei be the standard basis vectors. Then we have
∑
j /∈J
j = ui + uiv1 + uiv2 + · · ·+ uivh = 1− e1 − e2 − · · · − ek = 0.
Since J was arbitrary, we conclude by Lemma 3.1.4 that P (G) is two-level and thus TH1-
exact. 
3.4. Automorphism Groups of Binary Trees
In this section, we present a method for computing the Ehrhart polynomials of groups
that arise as automorphism groups of finite rooted binary trees. The crux of this method
lies in Theorem 1.0.21. We first introduce some necessary group theoretic preliminaries.
For any groups G ≤ Sm, H ≤ Sn, the direct product G ×H ≤ Sm × Sm ≤ Sm+n consists
of elements {(g, h) : g ∈ G, h ∈ H} with product (g1, h1) · (g2, h2) = (g1g2, h1h2). By
construction, the vertices of the permutation polytope of G ×H are block matrices of the
form {g ⊕ h : g ∈ G, h ∈ H}. The wreath product of G by Sn, denoted G o Sn, is the group
{(g, h) : g ∈ Gn, h ∈ Sn} under the operation defined by
(g′, h′) · (g, h) = ((g′1, g′2, . . . , g′n), h′) · ((g1, g2, . . . , gn), h)
:= ((g′h′(1)g1, g
′
h′(2)g2, . . . , g
′
h′(n)gn), h
′h).
The vertices of the permutation polytope P (G o Sn) are the mn×mn matrices {g⊗ h : g ∈
G, h ∈ Sn}. For more on this, see [Ste99].
We now prove that automorphism groups of rooted binary trees are always composed
of direct products and wreath products of groups.
Lemma 3.4.1. Let G be the automorphism group of a rooted binary tree. Then G can be
written as a sequence of direct products of groups, and wreath products by symmetric groups
of order at most two.
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Proof. Label the vertices of T by the positive integers {1, 2, . . . , n} such that the root
vertex is labeled 1. First assume the root of T has one child, and without loss of generality
assume its label is 2. Letting T2 be the subtree of T rooted at 2, we have Aut(T ) =
S1 ×Aut(T2). Now assume instead that the root has two children that are labeled 2 and 3
without loss of generality. Let T2 be the subtree of T rooted at 2 and T3 be the subtree of
T rooted at 3. If T2 and T3 are not isomorphic, then Aut(T ) = S1 × (Aut(T2)×Aut(T3)).
If T2 and T3 are isomorphic, then Aut(T ) = S1 × (Aut(T2) o S2). The result then follows
inductively. 
The proof of Lemma 3.4.1 indicates that computing the Ehrhart polynomial of groups
arising as automorphism groups of rooted binary trees requires repeated computation of
Ehrhart polynomials of direct products and wreath products by symmetric groups of order
two. Theorem 1.0.21 indicates how Ehrhart polynomials behave under wreath products by
symmetric groups of order two, and we prove this theorem now.
Proof of Theorem 1.0.21. The vertices of the polytope P (G o S2) are precisely the
matrices 
X1 0
0 X2
 ,
 0 X1
X2 0
 ,(3.5)
where the Xi are vertices of P (G). Let t ≥ 2 be an integer. If X1, X2 are integer matrices
in kP (G) and X3, X4 are integer matrices in (t− k)P (G), then
X =
X1 0
0 X2
+
 0 X3
X4 0
(3.6)
is an integer matrix in tP (G o S2). Moreover, if X is an integer matrix in tP (G o S2), then
there is a unique k and unique integer matrices X1, X2 ∈ kP (G) and X3, X4 ∈ (t− k)P (G)
such that X can be decomposed as in (3.6). To see this, note that the supports of the
above matrices imply that X can be uniquely expressed as a convex combination of the tth
dilations of matrices in (3.5), so
X =
X1 0
0 X2
+
 0 X3
X4 0

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for some matrices {Xi | 1 ≤ i ≤ 4}. Since the two summands have disjoint support,
X1, X2, X3, X4 are all integer matrices. Moreover, X1 and X2 have the same integer row
and column sum, say k. Consequently, X3 and X4 have row and column sum (t− k). Thus
we conclude that the set of integer matrices in tP (G o S2) is in bijection with
n⋃
k=0
(
k(P (G)× P (G)) ∩ Zn×n)× ((t− k)(P (G)× P (G)) ∩ Zn×n) ,
and the result follows. 
Theorem 1.0.21 gives us a method for computing Ehrhart polynomials and hence vol-
umes of permutation polytopes from groups arising as automorphism groups of rooted
binary trees. First, given a rooted binary tree T , we compute the automorphism group
Aut(T ) as a sequence of direct products and wreath products. Then we read the group
Aut(T ) from left to right. If we encounter a direct product, we compute the Ehrhart
polynomials of the corresponding groups and take the product of the polynomials. If we en-
counter a wreath product, we apply Theorem 1.0.21. This produces the Ehrhart polynomial
of the permutation polytope associated to the tree T .
Figure 3.1. A rooted binary tree T
Example 3.4.2. Consider the tree T shown in Figure 3.1. Let T2, T3 be the subtrees
rooted at 2 and 3 respectively. Notice that Aut(T2) = Aut(T3) because T is in fact unlabeled
(we only place labels to illustrate how to compute the automorphism group). The automor-
phism group of T is therefore S1 × [(Aut(T2)) o S2] . Thus, by Theorem 1.0.21, its Ehrhart
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polynomial is
i(P (Aut(T )), t) = i(P (S1), t) ·
(
t∑
k=0
i2(P (Aut(T2)), k) · i2(P (Aut(T2)), t− k)
)
= 1 ·
(
t∑
k=0
(k + 1)2 · (t− k + 1)2
)
=
t∑
k=0
(k + 1)2 · (t− k + 1)2
=
t∑
k=0
k4 + (−2t)
t∑
k=0
k3 + (t2 − 2t− 2)
t∑
k=0
k2 + (t2 − 1)
t∑
k=0
k + (t+ 1)2
=
1
30
(t+ 1)(t+ 2)(t2 + 4t+ 5).
By Theorem 1.0.18, this is precisely the Ehrhart polynomial of D4, which we should expect,
since Aut(T ) is S1×D4 up to a relabeling of the generating set of D4. Moreover, we conclude
that the volume of P (Aut(T )) is 130 .
We can further prove that for any rooted T , P (Aut(T )) has a P (Aut(T ))-unimodular
regular triangulation.
Proposition 3.4.3. If T is a rooted tree, then P (Aut(T )) has a P (Aut(T ))-unimodular
regular triangulation.
Proof. Let T be any rooted tree, and let AT be its adjacency matrix. Consider the
polytope
PT =
X ∈ [0, 1]n×n : ATX = XAT ,
n∑
j=1
Xij = 1 ∀i,
n∑
i=1
Xij = 1 ∀j
 .
The integer points of PT are permutations commuting with AT , so they are precisely the
automorphisms in Aut(T ). Since PT is integral (see Theorem 2 of [Tin86]), this implies that
PT = P (Aut(T )). But by Theorem 1.0.15, PT is exact, which by Theorem 2.4 of [Sul06] and
Theorem 4.2 of [GPT10] implies that any reverse lexicographic triangulation of P (Aut(T ))
is P (Aut(T ))-unimodular. Since reverse lexicographic triangulations are regular, the result
follows. 
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We notice that many classes of permutation polytopes are exact and hence have ef-
fectively (and potentially efficiently) computable descriptions as feasible regions of semi-
definite programs. This is all due to the power of the theta body hierarchy, and the fact
that permutation polytopes arising from subgroups of Sn are subvarieties of {0, 1}n×n (see
Lemma 1.0.14). In Chapter 4, we investigate the theta body hierarchy when varieties are not
necessarily presented by real radical ideals. This allows for an understanding of the theta
body hierarchy in a larger context than that of combinatorial optimization, for example, in
the context of general polynomial optimization and convex algebraic geometry.
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CHAPTER 4
Strong Nonnegativity on Real Varieties
4.1. Strong nonnegativity
We begin with some basic observations on the property of strong nonnegativity (as
introduced in the Introduction, see Definition 1.0.25).
Proposition 4.1.1. Given f ∈ A, we have the following statements.
(1) If f is strongly nonnegative at P ∈ VR(I), then f is nonnegative at P .
(2) If f is strictly positive at P ∈ VR(I), then f is strongly nonnegative at P .
(3) If f is a sum of squares, then f is strongly nonnegative.
Proof. We obtain (1) immediately by setting m = 1 in the definition, since this yields
the evaluation map at P . For (2), given any homomorphism ϕ : A → R[]/(m) at P ,
by definition we have that composing with R[]/(m) → R gives the evaluation map at P ,
under which f is strictly positive by hypothesis. But then if we write ϕ(f) = a0 + a1 +
· · · + an−1n−1, we must have a0 = f(P ) > 0, and thus ϕ(f) is nonnegative. Since ϕ was
arbitrary at P , we conclude f is strongly nonnegative at P . Finally, for (3) if f =
∑r
i=1 h
2
i ,
and ϕ : A → R[]/(m) is an R-algebra homomorphism, then the leading term of each
(ϕ(hi))
2 is nonnegative, and hence so is that of ϕ(f). 
We present another example to show the power of our definition and an application of
Proposition 4.1.1.
Example 4.1.2. Consider I = (y − x2, y2) ⊆ R[x, y], and P = (0, 0) the only point
of VR(I). Then −y is not strongly nonnegative on V (I): under the homomorphism ϕ :
R[x, y]/I → R[]/(3) at P sending x to  and y to 2, we have ϕ(−y) = −2 is not
nonnegative. But y is strongly nonnegative on V (I) by Proposition 4.1.1 (3) because y = x2
modulo I.
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K 
7
V (y − x2, y2)
(0, 0)
x 7→ 
y 7→ 2
Figure 4.1. −y is not strongly nonnegative on V (y − x2, y2)
We make two observations regarding Proposition 4.1.1. First, a suitable local version
of Proposition 4.1.1 (3) may be described in terms of the complete local ring AˆP of V (I)
at P . In particular, if f is a sum of squares in AˆP , then f is strongly nonnegative at P .
The proof is the same, since any homomorphism A → R[]/(m) at P factors through the
complete local ring. Though this is potentially advantageous from a theoretical point of
view, we stick with our original definition for it has a more likely chance to be effectively
computable. Second, we have an immediate test for failure of strong nonnegativity; the
existence of a homomorphism A→ R[]/(m) such that the image of f has its leading term
in odd degree. Indeed if this is the case, then f is not strongly nonnegative, since we may
change the sign of the coefficient by composing with the map from R[]/(m) to itself sending
 to −.
4.2. Nonnegativity on neighborhoods
In this section, we explore the relationship between strong nonnegativity at a point, and
nonnegativity in a neighborhood at that point. This requires concepts related to nonsingu-
larity, which for the sake of clarity, we now recall (see Chapter 15.3 of [DF04]):
Definition 4.2.1. Given I ⊆ R[x1, . . . , xn] and P ∈ VR(I), set A = R[x1, . . . , xn]/I,
and let mP ⊆ A be the maximal ideal of A consisting of polynomials vanishing at P . Note
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that because P ∈ VR(I), we have A/mP ∼= R. The cotangent space of V (I) at P is
the real vector space mP /m2P , and the tangent space of V (I) at P is the dual space
HomR(mP /m2P ,R). The dimension of V (I) at P is the dimension of the local ring AmP .
Finally, V (I) is nonsingular at P if the tangent space at P has dimension equal to the
dimension of V (I) at P .
It will be convenient to extend our terminology as follows:
Definition 4.2.2. Suppose P ∈ VR(I). Then a homomorphism ϕ : A → R[[t]] is at P
if the preimage of the ideal generated by t is the (maximal) ideal of functions vanishing at
P .
In order to establish the equivalence of strong nonnegativity and nonnegativity for
nonsingular varieties, we will make repeated use of the following technical lemma, that
does not involve strong nonnegativity and applies even in the context of singular varieties.
The lemma says that nonnegativity in a real neighborhood of a point P is equivalent to
nonnegativity on all analytic arcs at P ; analytic maps from a small interval (a,−a) for some
a > 0 sending 0 to P . This is conveyed by part (2). Then, it establishes the equivalence
of nonnegativity on all analytic arcs and nonnegativity on all formal arcs; homomorphisms
A→ R[[t]] with nonnegative leading coefficient. We refer the reader to [Har77] for algebraic
geometry notions in the proof that are not defined here.
Lemma 4.2.3. Given I ⊆ R[x1, . . . , xn] a point P ∈ VR(I), and f ∈ A := R[x1, . . . , xn]/I,
the following are equivalent:
(1) f is nonnegative in a (real) neighborhood of P ;
(2) for every homomorphism ϕ : A → R[[t]] at P taking values in locally convergent
power series, we have that the leading term of ϕ(f) is nonnegative.
(3) for every homomorphism ϕ : A → R[[t]] at P , we have that the leading term of
ϕ(f) is nonnegative.
Proof. We first show that (1) and (2) are equivalent. The implication that (1) implies
(2) is straightforward. Indeed, if ϕ(f) has negative leading term for some ϕ, then for t0
sufficiently small and positive, we would have ϕ(f)(t0) < 0, and because
ϕ(f)(t0) = f(ϕ(x1)(t0), . . . , ϕ(xn)(t0)),
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the points (ϕ(x1)(t0), . . . , ϕ(xn)(t0)) would yield points arbitrarily close to P with f nega-
tive.
On the other hand, to prove the converse we apply deep resolution theorems of Hironaka.
Suppose that f is not nonnegative on any neighborhood of P . We first observe that it is
enough to treat the case that I is real radical, since if R
√
I is the real radical ideal associated to
I, we have VR(I) = VR(
R√I), and if we produce a homomorphism R[x1, . . . , xn]/ R
√
I → R[[t]]
at P under which (the image of) f has negative leading term, we obtain the desired map
by composing with the canonical quotient map R[x1, . . . , xn]/I → R[x1, . . . , xn]/ R
√
I. By
a similar argument, we may assume that V (I) is irreducible, since there must be some
irreducible component on which P is in the closure of the negative locus of f .
Assuming I is real radical and irreducible, we can then apply resolution of singularities to
reduce to the case that V (I) is nonsingular. Indeed, according to Hironaka (Main Theorem
1 of [Hir64]), there exists a proper morphism g : X → V (I) for some nonsingular real
variety X, which is an isomorphism above the nonsingular locus of V (I). We claim that
if f˜ is the pullback of f under g, there exists P˜ ∈ g−1(P ) such that f˜ is not nonnegative
on any neighborhood of P˜ . To prove this, we observe that the hypothesis that V (I) is real
radical implies that the real nonsingular points are an open dense subset of VR(I), and it
then follows that P is in the closure of the nonsingular real points on which f is negative.
Let U ⊆ VR(I) be the closure of a bounded neighborhood of P , hence compact. By the
properness of g, we have that g−1(U) is likewise compact. Now consider the sequence
c0, c1, · · · ∈ U of nonsingular points converging to P with f(ci) < 0 for all i. Since g is
an isomorphism on nonsingular points, for each i there exists a unique lift c˜i ∈ X(R) with
g(c˜i) = ci. Moreover, by compactness of g−1(U) the c˜i must have a convergent subsequence;
let P˜ be the limit. Then P˜ must be in g−1(P ) by continuity, and it is by construction a
limit of points on which f is strictly negative, as desired. We may now replace X by an
affine neighborhood of P˜ , and it is clear that if we have an analytic arc in X at P˜ on which
f˜ has negative leading term, then by composing with g we obtain an analytic arc in V (I)
at P on which f has negative leading term, so we have reduced to the case that V (I) is
nonsingular.
In the process of proving resolution of singularities, Hironaka also proved (Corollary 3 of
[Hir64]) an imbedded form of resolution of singularities, which implies that in our case, if
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we now consider V (I, f) inside of V (I), we can find a proper morphism g : X → V (I) which
is an isomorphism above the complement of V (I, f), and such that if f˜ is the pullback of f
under g, we have that V (f˜) is “locally monomial” in X, in the sense that for any Q ∈ X,
there exist local coordinates z1, . . . , zd on X at Q, and on some (Zariski) neighborhood of Q,
we have V (f˜) equal to the vanishing set of a monomial in the zi. In particular, f˜ = u
∏
i z
ei
i
for some u nonvanishing at Q. Arguing as above, we may replace V (I) by an affine open
subset of X, and thus assume that f is locally monomial. Having done this, we further
observe that since u(P ) 6= 0, we either have u > 0 in a neighborhood of P , or u < 0 in a
neighborhood of P , so we may assume that f = ±∏i zeii . Note here that replacing u by its
sign at 0 will not affect whether a given analytic arc has negative leading term.
Finally, because the zi are local coordinates, they induce a real analytic isomorphism
from a neighborhood of P in V (I) to a neighborhood of 0 in Rd, where d = dimV (I).
Because it is an analytic isomorphism, analytic arcs at 0 in Rd lift uniquely to analytic arcs
at P in V (I), so we have finally reduced to the trivial case that P = 0 in Rd, and f is plus
or minus a monomial. Clearly, 0 cannot be in the closure of the negative locus if f =
∏
i z
ei
i
with all ei even. If some ei is odd, we can construct our analytic arc by sending zi to −t
and zj to t for j 6= i. If f = −
∏
i z
ei
i , we can send all zi to t. In either case, we have an
analytic arc with negative leading term, as desired.
We now move on to proving the equivalence of (2) and (3). Of course, (3) trivially
implies (2). The key ingredient for the converse is an Artin-style approximation theorem.
Suppose we have ϕ : A→ R[[t]] at P such that ϕ(f) has negative leading term. A theorem
of Greenberg [Gre66] (which is a special case of Artin’s approximation theorem) asserts
that we can replace ϕ by a homomorphism ϕ′ which takes values in locally convergent power
series and agrees with ϕ to arbitrarily high order; that is, for any fixed N , we can find ϕ′
such that for all g ∈ A, we have that the first N terms of ϕ′(g) agree with the first N terms
of ϕ(g). In particular, we may choose ϕ′ such that ϕ′(f) still has negative leading term,
and we thus conclude the desired result. 
This now allows us to establish the proofs of our main theorems.
Proof of Theorem 1.0.26. This is almost immediate from Lemma 4.2.3. Indeed,
if f is not nonnegative on any neighborhood of P , the lemma implies that there exists a
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homomorphism A → R[[t]] under which f has negative leading term. If the leading term
occurs in degree m − 1, truncating from R[[t]] to R[]/(m) via t 7→  then shows that f is
not strongly nonnegative. 
Proof of Theorem 1.0.27. Suppose that f is nonnegative on a neighborhood of P
in VR(I), and V (I) is nonsingular at P . Because nonsingularity is equivalent to smoothness
in characteristic 0, by a generalization of Hensel’s lemma if we have a homomorphism
ϕ : A → R[]/(m) at P , we can lift to R[]/(m′) for m′ arbitrarily large (see Proposition
2.2.15 and Proposition 2.2.6 of [BWR90]). Passing to the limit as m′ goes to∞, we obtain
a homomorphism ϕ˜ : A → R[[t]] lifting ϕ. It follows from Lemma 4.2.3 that ϕ˜(f) must
either be 0 or have positive leading coefficient, and we thus conclude the same for ϕ(f).
Thus, f is strongly nonnegative. 
Example 4.2.4. The heart of our main theorems lie in Lemma 4.2.3 so we discuss an
example in this light. Consider the function f = y2 − x3 in R[x, y], with P = (0, 0). Even
though the negative locus of f is an open subset containing P in its closure, we have to
take a certain amount of care if we wish to directly construct an analytic arc at P which
goes into the negative locus of f . Specifically, the tangent vector to the arc must be in the
direction of (1, 0). This is in contrast with the behavior after resolution, where we have a
great deal of freedom in choosing our analytic arcs.
To resolve f fully into monomials takes several blowups, but we can already see the
geometry after the first blowup, which is represented locally by the map R2 → R2 sending
(s, t) to (s, st). Under this map, the preimage of f is s2t2 − s3 = s2(t2 − s). Thus, in the
(s, t)-plane we have considerably more leeway in choosing our analytic arc, and in particular
any analytic arc with tangent direction of the form (s0, t0), with s0 > 0, will do. The reason
for the discrepency is that the blowup map R2 → R2 is not an isomorphism on tangent spaces
at the origin; rather, the entire tangent space of the (s, t)-plane at the origin is mapped into
the line y = 0 in the (x, y)-plane.
In general, the resolution process will take a potentially highly constrained problem (find-
ing an analytic arc inside the negative locus of a function with potentially highly singular
zero set), and transform it into a much less constrained problem.
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4.3. Obstructions to sums of squares & theta exactness
We now apply the concept of strong nonnegativity to study obstructions to nonnegative
functions being sums of squares. We will use the concept of degrees of functions, and
consequently from this point on the choice of imbedding of V (I) into affine space becomes
relevant. We will need the following definition found in [GPT10]:
Definition 4.3.1. [GPT10] Given d, k ≥ 1, and an ideal I ⊆ R[x1, . . . , xn], we say
that I is (d, k)-sos if for every f ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn] of degree at most d which is nonnegative
on VR(I), there exist g1, . . . , gm ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn] of degree at most k such that
f ≡
m∑
i=1
g2i (mod I).
Proposition 4.1.1 (3) then immediately implies:
Corollary 4.3.2. Let I ⊆ R[x1, . . . , xn] be an ideal. If there exists a function f ∈ A of
degree less than or equal to d which is nonnegative on VR(I) but not strongly nonnegative,
then I is not (d, k)-sos for any k.
We now specialize to linear functions, and generalize the obstruction theorem of Gouveia
and Netzer (see Theorem 4.5 of [GN10]) in Theorem 1.0.29 regarding convex-singular
points (see Definition 1.0.28) on varieties. We first make a few observations regarding our
generalization of convex singularity. First, in order for this definition to make sense we need
a concept of what the tangent space of V (I) at P is, but this is canonically a subspace of
the tangent space at P in the ambient affine space Rn, which is identified with Rn itself.
Secondly we comment on the difference between our definition and that given in [GN10].
There, they consider tangent space of the real radical V ( R
√
(I)), not the tangent space of
V (I) itself. As an example, the origin in R2 is convex-singular in V (x2+y2) in our definition,
which it should be since the variety consists of (0, 0) and vanishes at order higher than 1
there. This example is not convex-singular in the definition in [GN10], as the real radical
is just (x, y) and the origin vanishes at order 1 there.
Proof of Theorem 1.0.29. We claim that there is a linear function f which is non-
negative on VR(I), vanishes at P , and induces a nonzero linear function on the tangent
space of V (I) at P . In the case that VR(I) = {P}, this is trivial: we may take any f whose
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zero set contains P but not the tangent space at P . Thus suppose VR(I) is not a single
point. If we choose a sequence of points in the affine hull of VR(I) but outside conv(VR(I))
converging to P , the Separation Theorem (Theorem III.1.3 in [Bar02]) gives us a sequence
of linear functions on the affine hull, nonnegative on VR(I) and negative on the points in
our sequence. Taking a suitable limit of these (rescaling as necessary) gives a nonzero linear
function f¯ on the affine hull, nonnegative on VR(I), and with f¯(P ) = 0. We then have that
f¯ must be strictly positive on the relative interior of VR(I). Choose f to be any lift of f¯ to
a linear function on Rn. Now, since f is linear it induces the same function on the tangent
space to Rn at P , and by hypothesis there is a tangent vector to V (I) at P in the locus
where f is positive, so we see that the induced function on the tangent space is nonzero,
completing the proof of the claim.
Now, because f induces a nonzero linear function on the tangent space, there is a tangent
vector on which f is negative, and this corresponds to a homomorphism ϕ : A→ R[]/(2)
sending f to a negative multiple of . Thus, f is not strongly nonnegative. By Corollary
1.0.30, we have that f is not a sum of squares, and hence I is not (1, k)-sos for any k. 
Hypersurfaces present a particularly nice case of the theorem.
Corollary 4.3.3. Suppose I = (g) is principal in R[x1, . . . , xn], and suppose P ∈ VR(I)
is a singularity lying on the boundary of conv(VR(I)). Then I is not (1, k)-sos for any k.
Proof. The variety V (I) has codimension one, so the tangent space at the singular
point 0 is all of Rn. Thus, P is convex-singular, and we conclude the desired result from
Theorem 1.0.29. 
We now illustrate some examples regarding convex-singular varieties. Our first example
also illustrates that strong nonnegativity has limitations in its ability to recognize functions
which are not sums of squares. For instance, the functions f = x + a with a > 0 are all
strictly positive on the variety in Example 4.3.4 and hence strong nonnegative, but still not
a sum of squares.
Example 4.3.4. Consider the ideal I = (y2−x3) ⊆ R[x, y], and the function f(x, y) = x
nonnegative on VR(I). The singular point P = (0, 0) of V (I) lies on the boundary of
conv(VR(I)), so by Corollary 4.3.3 we have that I is not (1, k)-sos for any k. We may see
the argument explicitly as follows. Note that f(x, y) is negative on the direction (−1, 0) at
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ﬀ
x 7→ −
y 7→ 0
V (y2 − x3)
Figure 4.2. The negative direction (−1, 0) at (0, 0) on V (y2 − x3)
the singular point (0, 0) of V (I). This is realized algebraically by the homomorphism
ϕ : R[x, y]/(y2 − x3)→ R[]/(2), ϕ(x) = − ϕ(y) = 0,
at P , which proves f is not strongly nonnegative since the leading coefficient of ϕ(f) =
ϕ(x) = − is negative. Thus, f cannot be a sum of squares. This example may be made
compact by instead setting I = (y2 − x3 + x4).
However, we also see that Corollary 4.3.2 works more generally than for convex singu-
larities. Indeed, convex singularities may be viewed as causing strong nonnegativity to fail
at first order, while the general definition requires examining all orders.
Example 4.3.5. Consider the ideal I = (y2 − x5, z − x3) ⊆ R[x, y, z], and the function
f(x, y, z) = z nonnegative on VR(I). The only singular point of V (I) is P = (0, 0, 0), and
the tangent space to V (I) at P is precisely the plane z = 0, so P is not a convex singularity.
However, V (I) has higher-order infinitesimal arcs pointing into the negative direction of z,
for instance given by the homomorphism
ϕ : R[x, y, z]/(y2 − x5, z − x3)→ R[]/(4), ϕ(x) = − ϕ(y) = 0, ϕ(z) = −3
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z
x
y
V (y2 − x5, z − x3)
x 7→ −
y 7→ 0
z 7→ −3

Figure 4.3. A higher-order infinitesimal arc on V (y2−x5, z−x3) pointing
in the negative direction.
at P . Once again, we see that f is not strongly nonnegative, and we conclude by Corol-
lary 4.3.2 that I is not THk-exact for any k. This example may also be made compact, by
setting I = (y2 − x5 + x6, z − x3).
Concerning the compact versions of the above examples, the celebrated Schmu¨dgen’s
Positivstellensatz implies (see Corollary 3 of [Sch91]) that if VR(I) is compact and f is
strictly positive, then f is a sum of squares. Since strong nonnegativity lies between non-
negativity and strict positivity, it is natural to wonder if a strongly nonnegative function is
a sum of squares when VR(I) is compact. The following example shows that this is not the
case.
Example 4.3.6. Let I = (x21 + · · · + x2n − 1) ⊂ Rn, with n ≥ 4. According to Theorem
2.6.3 of [Mur08], there exists a polynomial function f which is nonnegative on VR(I) but
not a sum of squares modulo I. Since V (I) is nonsingular, we have by Theorem 1.0.27
that f is strongly nonnegative on V (I). Of course, we want examples that are linear for
the purposes of overarching theory. This example can be modified to do so by adding an
auxiliary variable y, and add to I the relation y = f , so that the resulting coordinate rings
are isomorphic. Then y is strongly nonnegative, but is not a sum of squares modulo I.
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We now present obstructions to theta exactness in the context of strong nonnegativity.
We first visit some theory developed in [GPT10]. The key to their theory is the relationship
between THk-exactness of an ideal, and the ideal being (1, k)-sos. They establish the
following:
Lemma 4.3.7. (see Corollary 2.12 of [GPT10]) Let I ⊆ R[x1, . . . , xn] be an ideal. If I
is (1, k)-sos then I is THk-exact. Moreover, if I is real radical, then I is (1, k)-sos if and
only if I is THk-exact.
Lemma 4.3.7, together with our results on obstructions to an ideal being (1, k)-sos,
immediately establish Corollary 1.0.30. Moreover, the obstruction theorem of Gouveia and
Netzer as they stated it is equivalent to the following:
Theorem 4.3.8. Suppose we have I ⊆ R[x1, . . . , xn], and P ∈ VR(I) is a convex-singular
point of V ( R
√
I), where R
√
I is the real radical ideal associated to I. Then I is not THk-exact
for any k.
Proof. We conclude from Theorem 1.0.29 that R
√
I is not (1, k)-sos, and thus Theorem
4.3.7 implies that R
√
I is not THk-exact. Since THk(
R√I) ⊆ THk(I), we conclude the desired
statement. 
Similarly, we conclude:
Corollary 4.3.9. Suppose I = (g) is principal and real radical in R[x1, . . . , xn], and
suppose P ∈ VR(I) is a singularity lying on the boundary of conv(VR(I)). Then I is not
THk-exact for any k.
As before, Example 4.3.5 gives an example in which Corollary 1.0.30 goes further than
Theorem 4.3.8; indeed, in this case the ideal is real radical, so we conclude that it is not
THk-exact for any k.
4.4. A new sum of squares condition
We conclude with our new sums of squares condition for theta exactness in terms of
weakly (1, k)-sos ideals, in particular proving Proposition 1.0.32 and Corollary 1.0.33. This
key point is that, despite the fact that being weakly (1, k)-sos relaxes the notion of being
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(1, k)-sos, it still implies THk-exactness. We note that in fact, Corollary 1.0.33 follows
immediately from Theorem 4.3.7 and Proposition 1.0.32.
Proof of Proposition 1.0.32. Let P ∈ Rn such that P /∈ conv(VR(I)). By the Sep-
aration Theorem, there is a linear polynomial f such that f is nonnegative on conv(VR(I))
and f(P ) < 0. Consider the linear function g = f − f(P )2 . We have g(P ) < 0, and g is
positive on conv(VR(I)) and hence positive on VR(I). This implies g is strongly nonnegative
by Proposition 4.1.1 (2), and g is then a sum of squares of polynomials of degree at most k
by hypothesis. Since P was arbitrary outside conv(VR(I)), the result follows. 
We created strong nonnegativity with the aim of generalizing the condition (1, k)-sos
condition in Lemma 4.3.7 with a weaker condition (our weakly (1, k)-sos condition) so that
Lemma 4.3.7 would hold in the general case of real radical ideals, but we still do not know
whether for general ideals, (1, k)-sos and THk-exact ideals are one in the same. We suspect
that there are examples of THk-exact but not weakly (1, k)-sos ideals. If so, one place to
look is at ideals I whose complex varieties VC(I) are arbitrarily complicated, but whose
real varieties VR(I) are empty. In this case, the Positivstellensatz (2.2.1 of [Mur08]) tells
us that −1 is sos mod I, and so we automatically get all linear polynomials (in fact all
polynomials) are sos mod I.
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CHAPTER 5
Future Directions & Open Questions
5.1. Nonlinear Algebraic Graph Theory
We now discuss future directions and open problems on the Nullstellensatz Linear Alge-
bra algorithm applied to k-colorability. Our main result,Theorem 1.0.3, establishes a combi-
natorial characterization of non-3-colorable graphs with degree 1 Nullstellensatz certificates.
One could consider a few natural directions to extend this work, if tackling colorability using
the model as Proposition 1.0.1. Likely the most natural problem is
Problem 5.1.1. Characterize those graphs with a given k-colorability Nullstellensatz
certificate of degree D.
This problem seems quite complicated because the linear algebra systems in the Nullstel-
lensatz Linear Algebra algorithm grow exponentially with D. However, employing software
to handle large scale linear algebra systems might be effective in conjecturing the combina-
torial obstructions to 3-colorability illuminated by degree D certificates. Another natural
direction to consider is to ask for obstructions to degree 1 Nullstellensatz certificates for
k-colorability when k > 3. However, evidence shows that the behavior here is quite erratic
(see [DLLMM08]). Finally, one can consider changing the base field to compute with. In
our investigation of 3-colorability, we restricted ourselves to working with the simplest field,
F2, because of its simple algebraic properties and easy computational encoding. However,
it would be of great interest to investigate certificates over other fields, as they may lead to
combinatorial obstructions not apparent by F2 certificates.
Our algebraic encoding of Hamiltonicity provides a rich computational framework in
which to investigate important graph theoretic conjectures systematically. For instance,
recall the following conjecture of Sheehan ([She75]):
Conjecture 5.1.2. Let G be a simple r-regular graph with r > 2. Then G is not
uniquely Hamiltonian.
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In fact, by Petersen’s Theorem ([Die10]), it suffices to prove this theorem in the case
r = 4. To begin this problem, one could use software and compute Gro¨bner bases of the
ideal HG to understand its structure better. With this, one could see if for various famous
families of 4-regular graphs (for instance, strongly regular ones), that the structure of HG
allows or forbids it from taking on the form of an ideal HG,C for some cycle C. This would
hinge on computational investigations involving Theorem 1.0.8 and Corollary 1.0.9.
Finally we address using the theta body hierarchy to approach the problem of deter-
mining if a graph has trivial automorphism group. As we established in Theorem 1.0.15,
the class of exact graphs are more fruitful to investigate for the graph automorphism prob-
lem than classes of compact graphs investigated by Tinhofer. However, there is one im-
portant computational fact here that needs to be addressed. Recall in the discussion
after Lemma 1.0.14 that in order to describe the first theta body of IG as the feasible
region of a semidefinite program, one needs to determine a basis for the quotient ring
R[P11, P12, . . . , Pnn]/IG. A natural question in this light is:
Question 5.1.3. For which graphs G does R[P11, P12, . . . , Pnn]/IG have an R-vector
space basis that be computed in polynomial time in n?
One might suspect Problem 5.1.3 to be very difficult in general. One reason is that
traditional methods for exploring such problems involve computing Gro¨bner basis, and
algorithms related to this are notoriously computationally inefficient in general. More crit-
ically, such methods only work over polynomial rings with coefficients in an algebraically
closed field, however since our ideals here are finite we can investigate methods developed
in [LLR08]. Though perhaps the best evidence is that by our analysis in Chapter 2, an
algorithm that efficiently computes a basis for the quotient would solve the graph auto-
morphism problem, which is one of the most notoriously difficult problems to decide the
complexity of. However, one could restrict attention to particularly important families of
graphs for which IG has potentially special structure allowing the computation of a basis for
the quotient to be easy. One place to start in this direction is to find methods for efficiently
computing a basis for the quotient for families of graphs that are known to have polynomial
time graph automorphism algorithms. One such family is trees (see [CG97, Tin86]).
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Problem 5.1.4. Determine a polynomial time algorithm for computing an R-vector
space basis for R[P11, P12, . . . , Pnn]/IG when G is a tree.
5.2. Permutation Polytopes
Many interesting directions and questions arise from our study of permutation poly-
topes. We begin by discussing linear inequality and semidefinite descriptions of these poly-
topes. As we mentioned in the introduction, determining linear inequality descriptions for
permutation polytopes is hard in general, even for the particular case of the convex hull of
even permutation matrices. In our study, we showed that for cyclic groups, dihedral groups,
Frobenius groups, and groups arising from automorphism groups of tree graphs, polynomial
inequality descriptions for their associated permutation polytopes are possible because they
are exact (and moreover, this leads to rich convex geometric properties). These groups are
only the tip of the iceberg. Having a complete understanding of which groups have permu-
tation polytopes that are THk-exact is one interesting direction to pursue in determining
polynomial inequality descriptions of these polytopes.
Problem 5.2.1. Give a group theoretic characterization of the graphs G for which P (G)
is THk-exact.
Another interesting direction is the computation of volumes and Ehrhart polynomials.
Our methods focused on the application of Gale duality because for cyclic, dihedral and
Frobenius groups, the Gale duals are quite manageable. However, for general groups, this
may not be the case, so other methods are preferable. Formulas for the volumes, relativel
volumes of faces and Ehrhart polynomials for the Birkhoff polytopes Bn were computed by
De Loera, Liu and Yoshida [DLLY09]. Here, they use rational generating functions and
techniques of Brion and Barvinok (see [BP99]) to explicitly find these formulas. However,
for Bn, this formulas are generally computational ineffective. Of course, this leads to the
natural question:
Question 5.2.2. For which groups G do the tools in [DLLY09] work effectively for
computing volumes, relative volumes of faces and Ehrhart polynomials?
Every permutation polytope is a subpolytope of some Birkhoff polytope Bn, so in a
sense we can think of the polytopes Bn act as our universal symmetric objects of study.
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However, there are many interesting highly symmetric polytopes that also come from group
actions. One particular well studied example is the permutohedron.
Definition 5.2.3. (see Section 1 of [Pos09]) Let (x1, x2, . . . , xn+1) ∈ Rn+1. The per-
mutohedron Pn(x1, x2, . . . , xn+1) is the polytope defined by
P (x1, x2, . . . , xn+1) = conv
{
(xσ(1), xσ(2), . . . , xσ(n+1)) : σ ∈ Sn+1
}
.
In his seminal paper [Pos09], Postnikov determines formulas and generating functions
for volumes and counting integer points in permutohedra, and more generally convex hulls
PW (x) = conv({w(x) | w ∈ W}) ⊂ Rn+1 where W is an arbitrary Weyl group. More
generally, many researchers have studied the convex hull conv(G · x) = conv(g · x | g ∈
G) for an arbitrary group G that acts on Rn. Such polytopes are called orbitopes and
appear throughout literature (see [SFB11] for a review on this). Motivated by our study
of permutation polytopes, we are interested in studying orbitopes where G is in fact a
subgroup of Sn.
Problem 5.2.4. Determine facets, volumes, and theta ranks of orbitopes associated to
subgroups of Sn.
In [Pos09], Postnikov shows that there is a natural projection from Bn onto the permu-
tohedron Pn(1, 2, . . . , n+1). This projection, combined with our developments in Chapter 3,
may give us insight on how to solve Problem 5.2.4 when the group in question is, for instance,
a Frobenius group.
5.3. Theta Bodies & Convex Hulls of Varieties
There are a few very important questions that arise from Chapter 4. The first is ad-
dressing the effectiveness of our definition of nonnegativity. Recall from Definition 1.0.25
that strong nonnegativity of f at a point P in VR(I) requires checking that the lowest degree
coefficient of every homomorphism A→ R[]/(m) for every m is nonnegative (or the image
of f is 0). Checking such a condition seems quite daunting at first, so we ask the question
of checking this condition for fixed m. This motivates the following definition:
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Definition 5.3.1. Let I ⊆ R[x1, . . . , xn] be an ideal. Given P ∈ VR(I), we say f ∈ A
is M-strongly nonnegative at P if for every m ≤M and for every R-algebra homomor-
phism
ϕ : A→ R[]/(m)
at P , we have ϕ(f) is nonnegative in R[]/(m) (in the sense of Definition 1.0.24). We say
f is M-strongly nonnegative on V (I) if it is strongly nonnegative at P for all P ∈ VR(I).
We denote the set of functions f ∈ A that are M − strongnonnegative by SNI(M).
Notice that the 1-strongly nonnegative functions on the real variety VR(I) are simply
the functions that are nonnegative on VR(I). A natural first question is then
Question 5.3.2. Let I ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn] be an ideal, and f ∈ A. Is there an algorithm to
test if f is in SNI(2)? SNI(3)? SNI(M) for larger M?
Observe moreover that for a given ideal I, the family of functions SNI(M) form a
hierarchy
{non-negative functions on I} = SNI(1) ⊇ SNI(2) ⊇ · · · ⊇ SNI(M) ⊇ · · · .
A curious question is to understand how much these families of functions differ from
each other. For instance, one could ask
Question 5.3.3. For a given ideal I ⊂ R[x1, . . . , xn], how can one characterize the
functions in SNI(M) not in SNI(M + 1)? for a given M?
Finally, we address the relationship between theta body convergence and strong nonneg-
ativity. Perhaps the most pertinent question in this light stems from our original motivation.
Question 5.3.4. Is there an ideal I that is THk-exact but not weakly (1, k)-sos?
We believe this question is very tangible but have not yet constructed a particular
example. We suspect that understanding the computational techniques to address questions
(5.3.2) and (5.3.3) may shed light on how to construct such an ideal if one exists.
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APPENDIX A
Appendix
A.1. Miscellaneous Permutation Polytopes
In this section, we study miscellaneous permutation polytopes. We begin by proving
Proposition 1.0.22. This proposition shows the difficulty of dealing with general permutation
polytopes, in the context of finding complete facet descriptions, or even descriptions as
spectrahedra.
Proof of Proposition 1.0.22. Since P (A2) and P (A3) have one and three vertices
respectively, they are trivially two-level. Since A4 is a Frobenius group, Proposition 1.0.20
implies that P (A4) is two-level. For n ≥ 5, by choosing (σ, t, h) = (e, 1, 2) as in Theorem
3 of [CW04], we deduce that P (An) has the facet defining inequality `(x) ≤ n− 2, where
`(x) =
∑n
j=3 xj,j +
∑n
j=3 xj,1 +
∑n
j=3 x1,j . Now `(e) = n − 2, `((1 2)(4 5)) = n − 4, and
`((3 4 5)) = n−5, and hence P (An) is not two-level for n ≥ 5. To show that P (An) is at least
(bn4 c+1)-level for n ≥ 8, we evaluate ` on σi, where σ0 = e and σk = (1 2)(3 4) · · · (4k−1 4k)
for 1 ≤ k ≤ bn4 c. In particular, we notice that `(σk) = n− 4k, and hence P (An) is at least
(bn4 c+ 1)-level. 
We conclude with a list of subgroups of S3, S4, and S5 and some their Ehrhart poly-
nomials. Two groups stand out as incomplete, the alternating group A5 and the general
affine group of degree one over the field of five elements. The latter group is generated by
taking the semidirect product of the additive and multiplicative groups of the field of five
elements, and is denoted by GA(1, 5).
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Subgroups of S3
Order Generators Dim Ehrhart Polynomial
1 < e >∼= {e} 0 1
2 < (1 2) >∼= C2 1 t+ 1
3 < (1 2 3) >∼= C3 2 12 t2 + 32 t+ 1
6 < (1 2), (1 3), (2 3) >∼= S3 4 18 t4 + 34 t3 + 158 t2 + 94 t+ 1
Subgroups of S4
Order Group Dim Ehrhart Polynomial
1 < e >∼= {e} 0 1
2 < (1 2) >∼= C2 1 t+ 1
2 < (1 2)(3 4) >∼= C2 1 t+ 1
3 < (1 2 3) >∼= C3 2 12 t2 + 32 t+ 1
4 < (1 2), (3 4) >∼= C2 × C2 2 t2 + 2t+ 1
4 < (1 2)(3 4), (1 3)(2 4) >∼= C2 × C2 3 16 t3 + t2 + 116 t+ 1
4 < (1 2 3 4) >∼= C4 3 16 t3 + t2 + 116 t+ 1
6 < (1 2), (1 3), (2 3) >∼= S3 4 18 t4 + 34 t3 + 158 t2 + 94 t+ 1
8 < (1 2 3 4), (1 2)(3 4) >∼= D4 5 130 t5 + 13 t4 + 43 t3 + 83 t2 + 7930 t+ 1
12 < (1 2 3), (1 2 4), (1 3 4), (2 3 4) >∼= A4 9 15670 t9 + 1504 t8 + 231890 t7 + 115 t6 + 173540 t5 + 98 t4 +
29797
11340 t
3 + 1199315 t
2 + 383126 t+ 1
24 < (1 2), (1 3), (1 4), (2 3), (2 4), (3 4) >∼= S4 9 1111340 t9+ 11630 t8+ 19135 t7 23 t6+ 1109540 t5+ 4310 t4+ 351175670 t3+
379
63 t
2 + 6518 t+ 1
Subgroups of S5
Order Generators Dim Ehrhart Polynomial
1 < e >∼= {e} 0 1
2 < (1 2) >∼= C2 1 t+ 1
2 < (1 2)(3 4) >∼= C2 1 t+ 1
3 < (1 2 3) >∼= C3 2 12 t2 + 32 t+ 1
4 < (1 2), (3 4) >∼= C2 × C2 2 t2 + 2t+ 1
4 < (1 2)(3 4), (1 3)(2 4) >∼= C2 × C2 3 16 t3 + t2 + 116 t+ 1
4 < (1 2 3 4) >∼= C4 3 16 t3 + t2 + 116 t+ 1
5 < (1 2 3 4 5) >∼= C5 4 124 t4 + 512 t3 + 3524 t2 + 2512 t+ 1
6 < (1 2 3)(4 5) >∼= C6 3 12 t3 + 2t2 + 52 t+ 1
6 < (1 2), (2 3), (1 3) >∼= S3 4 18 t4 + 34 t3 + 158 t2 + 94 t+ 1
6 < (1 2)(4 5), (1 3)(4 5), (2 3)(4 5) >∼= S3 5 140 t5 + 18 t4 + 58 t3 + 158 t2 + 4720 t+ 1
8 < (1 2 3 4), (1 2)(3 4) >∼= D4 5 130 t5 + 13 t4 + 43 t3 + 83 t2 + 7930 t+ 1
10 < (1 2 3 4 5), (2 5)(3 4) >∼= D5 8 18064 t8 + 52016 t7 + 5192 t6 + 25144 t5 + 95128 t4 + 575288 t3 +
6515
2016 t
2 + 475168 t+ 1
12 < (1 2 3)(4 5), (1 2)(4 5) >∼= D6 5 18 t5 + 78 t4 + 218 t3 + 338 t2 + 134 t+ 1
12 < (1 2 3), (1 2 4), (1 3 4), (2 3 4) >∼= A4 9 15670 t9 + 1504 t8 + 231890 t7 + 115 t6 + 173540 t5 + 98 t4 +
29797
11340 t
3 + 1199315 t
2 + 383126 t+ 1
24 < (1 2), (1 3), (1 4), (2 3), (2 4), (3 4) >∼= S4 9 1111340 t9 + 11630 t8 + 19135 t7 + 23 t6 + 1109540 t5 + 4310 t4 +
35117
5670 t
3 + 37963 t
2 + 6518 t+ 1
120 < (1 2), (1 3), (1 4), (1 5), (2 3), (2 4), (2 5), (3 4), 16 188723836911595520 t
16 + 18872320922789888 t
15 + 10087575977939968 t
14 +
112655
57480192 t
13+
(3 5), (4 5) >∼= S5 727505234598415360 t12 + 98410110450944 t11 + 125188639292626432 t10 +
55426325
36578304 t
9+
3541860299
836075520 t
8 + 19656358720901888 t
7 + 3812839477229920768 t
6 +
664118435
28740096 t
5+
438177965089
17435658240 t
4+ 3028287247145297152 t
3+ 6229735494208 t
2+ 725144 t
1+1
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